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Safety summary
The following general safety precautions must be observed during all phases of 
operation, service and repair of this equipment. Failure to comply with these precautions 
or with specific warnings elsewhere in this manual violates safety standards of design, 
manufacture and intended use of the equipment. Cobham Satcom assumes no liability 
for the customer's failure to comply with these requirements.
Do not operate in an explosive atmosphere
Do not operate the equipment in the presence of flammable gases or fumes. Operation 
of any electrical equipment in such an environment constitutes a definite safety hazard.
Keep away from live circuits
Operating personnel must not remove equipment covers. Component replacement and 
internal adjustment must be made by qualified maintenance personnel. Do not replace 
components with the power cable connected. Under certain conditions, dangerous 
voltages may exist even with the power cable removed. To avoid injuries, always 
disconnect power and discharge circuits before touching them.
Do not service alone
Do not attempt internal service or adjustments unless another person, capable of 
rendering first aid resuscitation, is present.
Do not substitute parts or modify equipment
Because of the danger of introducing additional hazards, do not substitute parts or 
perform any unauthorized modification to the equipment.
Keep away from antenna front
This device emits radio frequency energy when switched on. To 
avoid injury, keep a minimum safety distance of 60 cm from the 
antenna front when the IP NEO C is on.  
Garder à l'écart de l'avant de l'antenne 
Le présent appareil émet des radiofréquences lors de son 
utilisation. Afin d'éviter tout risque pour la santé, une distance minimale de 60 cm est 
nécessaire entre l'utilisateur et l'avant de la IP NEO C.
Only use approved batteries from Cobham Satcom
Use of non approved batteries may result in explosion, fire, electrical shock or injury.
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Antenna safety instructions
Use only manufacturer supplied antennas.
Antenna minimum safe distance: 0.6 m

Antenna mounting
The antenna supplied by the manufacturer must be located such that during radio 
transmission, no person or persons can come closer than the above indicated minimum 
safe distance to the front face of the antenna, i.e. 0.6 m.
L'antenne fournie par le fabricant doit être placée de telle sorte que, durant les 
transmissions radio, personne ni aucun groupe de personnes ne puisse s'approcher à 
une distance inférieur à la distance de sécurité minimal indiquée ci-dessus, c.-à-d., 
0.6 m.
To comply with current FCC RF Exposure limits, the antenna must be installed at or 
exceeding the minimum safe distance shown above, and in accordance with the 
requirements of the antenna manufacturer or supplier.

Radiation warning

You, as the qualified end-user of this radio device, must control the exposure conditions 
of bystanders to ensure the minimum separation distance (above) is maintained 
between the antenna and nearby persons, for satisfying RF Exposure compliance. The 
operation of this transmitter must satisfy the requirements of General Population/ 
Uncontrolled Environment. Only use the terminal when persons are at least the 
minimum distance from the front face of the antenna.

WARNING! Maintain a separation distance of at least 0.6 m from the front 
face of the antenna to a person.
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About this manual

Intended readers
This manual is a user manual for the IP NEO C. The manual is intended for anyone who is using or 
intends to use the IP NEO C. No specific skills are required to operate the IP NEO C. However, it is 
important that you observe all safety requirements listed in the Safety summary in the beginning of 
this manual, and operate the IP NEO C according to the guidelines in this manual. 

Related documents
The following documents are related to this manual and to the IP NEO C system.

Typography
In this manual, typography is used as indicated below:
Bold is used for the following purposes:
• To emphasize words. 

Example: “Do not touch the antenna front during pointing”.
• To indicate what the user should select in the user interface. 

Example: “Select Control panel > WLAN and click Enable”. 
Italic is used to emphasize the paragraph title in cross-references. 

Example: “For further information, see Connecting Cables on page...”.

Title and description Document number

IP NEO C Getting Started 98-184083

IP NEO C REST API documentation 98-182365
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Chapter 1

Introduction to IP NEO C 1

1.1 General description
The IP NEO C is a very small, lightweight, portable satellite terminal. It provides 
broadband access at speeds up to 444 kbps.
The durable casing and a dust and water resistant design makes the IP NEO C the 
perfect choice when working in harsh environments off the beaten track but still 
dependent on a reliable connection. 

Your equipment connects to the IP NEO C with LAN or wireless LAN (WLAN).
The IP NEO C provides access to up to 444 kbps Standard data and 16, 32, 64, 128, 
256, 384 kbps Streaming data (symmetric or asymmetric) and may be used for:
• Broadcasting
• Internet browsing
• E-mail
• File transfers
• Video conference and Streaming
• VPN (Virtual Private Network) access to corporate servers

The IP NEO C can withstand severe environmental conditions such as humidity, dust, 
extreme weather and changing temperatures. It is small in size and fits easily into a 
backpack or similar.
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1.2 Features and interfaces of the IP NEO C

1.2.1 Features
 Lightweight and small satellite terminal with built-in battery.

 Portable operation using built-in rechargeable battery or external battery pack for 
longer use sessions.

 Alternative power options: 

• Power over Ethernet (PoE) from a PoE injector or Mobile Gateway C NEO.
• Yahsat NEO Battery Pack.

 Rugged design with durable connectors.

 Easy to set up and operate.

 Easy satellite pointing using audio pointing aid.

 Prepared for fixed installations

• Supports VESA 50 Mounting
• Supports up to 100 m cable distance (PoE) between IP NEO C and connected 

equipment (e.g. indoor units)

 Full duplex, single or multi-user, standard data up to 444 kbps

 Support for streaming data (symmetric or asymmetric) at 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 
384 kbps.

 Built-in DHCP/NAT wireless router

 Built-in GNSS (supports GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and BeiDou navigation systems)

 IP55 protection

 Built-in web interface allowing you to manage your data sessions and customize the 
terminal to your specific needs, using a computer, tablet or smartphone.

 Support for REST API

 Multilingual user interface (Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Japanese, 
Portuguese, Russian and Spanish). 

1.2.2 Interfaces
 12-24 VDC power input.

 2 x LAN (Ethernet) ports for IP connectivity, 
one LAN port with PoE in to supply the IP NEO C with power (alternative to the DC 
input), and 
one LAN port with PoE out to supply a connected IP Handset.

 Built-in WLAN.
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1.3 Your IP NEO C terminal

1.3.1 IP NEO C overview
The IP NEO C is a compact unit comprising transceiver and antenna in one unit.

   

Antenna panel
(satellite, GNSS and WLAN)

LAN PoE in

SIM card

DC input

LAN PoE out

WLAN LED

Restore button

Power button

Status LED
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1.3.2 User interfaces
The web interface is a built-in web interface for easy configuration and daily use. The 
web interface is accessed from a computer, smartphone or tablet connected to the IP 
NEO C, using an Internet browser. No installation of software is needed. For further 
information on the web interface, see The web interface on page 3-2.
With AT commands you can configure and control the IP NEO C from a computer 
using an SSH session. For further details see To access the terminal using AT 
commands on page 2-14. 
With the REST API you can use your own application to configure and get the state of 
the terminal. For details on the REST API, see the REST API documentation for the IP 
NEO C (doc. number 98-182365) attached to this PDF file.

1.3.3 Antenna
The front part of the IP NEO C is the antenna part comprising:
• Satellite antenna.
• GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) antenna supporting GPS, GLONASS, 

Galileo and BeiDou.
• Wireless LAN (WLAN) antenna.

1.3.4 Battery
The IP NEO C comes with a built-in rechargeable battery. The battery is automatically 
recharged when power is applied to the IP NEO C DC input or PoE input. The Status 
indicator shows that the battery is charging. See Light indicators (LED) on page 4-9.
Time between recharging depends on the use. The web interface shows estimated time 
left for the battery. Recharge the battery regularly.
For battery specifications, see Battery specifications (internal battery) on page A-2.

1.3.5 SIM card
The IP NEO C requires a Nano SIM card (4FF) to connect to the satellite network. 
Without a SIM card you can still configure the terminal, but you cannot access the 
satellite network.
  

Note Not all browsers support attachments in PDF files. If you cannot see and open 
the attachment in your browser, use Firefox, or download and open this manual 
in a PDF reader such as Adobe Acrobat.
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Chapter 2

Operation 2

This chapter describes daily use and basic setup. For information on configuration with 
the web interface, see Configuration on page 3-1.
This chapter describes:
• To get started
• To connect cables
• To switch the IP NEO C on or off
• To connect using WLAN
• To access the web interface
• Data connection
• Alerts
• Status of the IP NEO C

2.1 To get started

2.1.1 To unpack and assemble the IP NEO C

Initial inspection
Inspect the shipping carton immediately upon receipt for evidence of damage during 
transport. If the shipping carton is severely damaged or water stained, request that the 
carrier's agent be present when opening the carton. Save the carton packing material 
for future use.

After unpacking the system, inspect it thoroughly for hidden damage and loose 
components or fittings. If the contents are incomplete, if there is mechanical damage or 
defect, or if the system does not work properly, notify your dealer. 

What’s in the delivery package
The following items are included in the delivery package:
• IP NEO C terminal
• AC/DC adapter (standard adapter, not outdoor protected)1

• Ethernet cable (standard cable, IP20 - not outdoor protected)1
• Getting started booklet
• Production certificate

WARNING! To avoid electric shock, do not apply 
power to the system if there is any sign of shipping 
damage to any part of the front or rear panel or the 
outer cover. Read the safety summary at the front of 
this manual before installing or operating the system.

1. Contact your supplier for cables and other accessories suitable for outdoor use.
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You also need a power cable, depending on the type of power supply you are using. 
See External power on page 2-4.

To insert the SIM card
The IP NEO C uses a Nano type SIM card. The 
location of the SIM slot is indicated in the picture to 
the right.      

1. Unscrew the SIM cover using a large flat-bladed 
screwdriver.

2. Insert the Nano SIM card in the SIM slot with the 
chip side facing left as shown.

3. Put the SIM cover back on and tighten it with the 
screwdriver. 
This is important in order to maintain the Ingress 
Protection of the IP NEO C.

To remove the SIM card

To remove the SIM card:   

1. Unscrew the SIM cover.
2. Use tweezers to grab the SIM card and pull it out.
3. Close the cover and tighten it.

Note You need a SIM card from your provider to access the satellite network.

Note Switch off the terminal before replacing the 
SIM card.

Note When the SIM card is removed you cannot make data sessions, but you can 
use the built-in web interface to set up the terminal.
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2.1.2 Fixed installation
The IP NEO C is a portable terminal, but may also be used in fixed installations. For this 
purpose, it has four M6 threaded holes compatible with VESA 50 mounting devices.
A dedicated pole mount kit is available from your supplier.

1. Mount your VESA 50 mounting bracket on the IP NEO C using M6 bolts.

2. Place the IP NEO C with mounting bracket temporarily on a pole or other mounting 
place, pointing the front of the antenna in the approximate direction of the satellite.

3. Start up the IP NEO C and point the antenna as described in To point the antenna to 
the satellite on page 2-8.

4. When you have accepted the signal strength, fasten the IP NEO C in the pointed 
position.

CAUTION! The bolts or thumb screws must penetrate less than 9 mm 
into the threaded holes in the IP NEO C.

Note Once the IP NEO C is pointed, you can set it up to automatically register on the 
satellite network at power-up. This way you can avoid going through the 
pointing procedure every time you start up. See Pointing at start-up on page 3-
18.

Important Mount the protective caps on all connectors that are not in use. 
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2.2 To connect cables

2.2.1 External power
The IP NEO C comes with a built-in rechargeable battery. The battery is automatically 
recharged when external power is applied to the IP NEO C.
There are two interfaces for providing external power:
• DC input.
• Power over Ethernet (PoE).

DC input

Refer to DC power input on page A-2 for 
specifications and pin-out for the DC Power input.   
To power the terminal or to charge the battery, 
connect one of the following external power sources 
to the DC input:
• An AC/DC adapter connected to 100-240 V Mains.

• An external battery (min 120 Wh).1

• 12-24 VDC power supply (max. range 10.8-33.6 VDC).

Power over Ethernet
Instead of using the DC input, you can supply power to the IP NEO C through the RJ-45 
connector marked LAN PoE in.
       

Important When you use the terminal outdoors, mount the protective covers on all 
unused connectors to maintain the ingress protection (IP grade).
Also, for all used connectors, use cables that have protective circular 
connector housing with 13/16" UNS Thread, in order to maintain the IP 
grade.

Note Depending on your power source you must acquire a suitable cable for 
connection to your power source. This includes the power cable to connect 
the AC/DC adapter to Mains. Contact your supplier for available options.

Important The included AC/DC adapter is for 
indoor use and is not water-protected.

1. If you are using an external battery, the internal battery should preferably be fully 
charged when you connect the external battery.

DC input

Note A PoE supplying device used with the IP 
NEO C must comply with minimum Type 3 
Class 6 (IEEE802.3bt), capable of 
supplying minimum 50 VDC 600 mA/ pair 
(in total 60 W). LAN PoE in
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To ensure full speed and PoE performance, use a min. Cat. 5E or Cat. 6A, max. 100 m, 
LAN cable to connect the LAN PoE in input to a PoE supplying device (min. PoE 
Type 3 Class 6).

2.2.2 LAN
The IP NEO C has two LAN connectors, one with PoE out (e.g. for a handset) and one 
with PoE in (used for powering the IP NEO C). 

To connect a PC

1. Connect a LAN cable (min. Cat. 5E or Cat. 6A, 
max. 100 m) between your computer and one of 
the RJ-45 connectors, marked LAN PoE in or 
LAN PoE out.   

Your computer is now connected to the IP NEO C 
and you can access the web interface as described 
in To access the web interface on page 2-7.

Important The included Ethernet cable is IP20, i.e. it does not provide any 
protection against dust and water ingress. To obtain dust and water 
ingress protection for outdoor use, the cable must be used together with a 
field installable protective connector housing (IP67), or you must acquire a 
new IP67 protected cable with circular connector housing. Contact your 
supplier for details. 

Note For the connection to work without any further setup, the PC must be set up as 
a DHCP client, that is IP assignment and DNS server assignment must be set 
to Automatic (DHCP) in your PC.

Important The included Ethernet cable is IP20, i.e. it does not provide any 
protection against dust and water ingress. To obtain dust and water 
ingress protection for outdoor use, the cable must be used together with a 
field installable protective connector housing (IP67), or you must acquire a 
new IP67 protected cable with circular connector housing. Contact your 
supplier for details. 
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2.3 To switch the IP NEO C on or off
1. Push and hold the power button until the 

Status indicator blinks rapidly green. This 
may take some seconds.   

2. When the Status indicator blinks slowly or 
is constant green, the terminal is ready for 
use.

3. To switch off, hold the power button until the Status indicator blinks yellow.
This may take some seconds.

To recharge the battery of the IP NEO C, connect external power. See External power 
on page 2-4.

2.4 To connect using WLAN

1. Check that the WLAN LED is on (green or yellow), 
meaning that WLAN is ready in your IP NEO C. 

2. Place your WLAN-enabled device (computer, 
tablet or smartphone) close to the IP NEO C, but 
not in front of the satellite antenna.

3. On your device, search for available WLAN 
networks.

4. Select the IP NEO C WLAN access point when it 
appears in your list of available wireless networks. 
The default name (SSID) is the product name followed by the last four digits in the 
serial number (<name>-<last 4 digits of serial number>).

Your device is now connected to the IP NEO C. In the web interface, the WLAN icon 
shows the number of devices connected to the IP NEO C via WLAN. Example: 

For information on how to configure the WLAN interface in the IP NEO C, see WLAN 
interface setup on page 3-14.

Note At this point you may hear a sound from the IP NEO C, indicating that it 
is ready to be pointed towards the satellite (see To access the external 
network on page 2-8). If you do not want to point the antenna now, just 
push the power button briefly to accept the current signal strength.

Power 
button

Status 
indicator

Note The WLAN interface is disabled by default. To enable the WLAN interface, first 
connect to the LAN interface, then access the web interface and enable WLAN 
as described in WLAN interface setup on page 3-14. 

Note You may have to enter a password. By default the password is the serial 
number1 of your IP NEO C and the encoding type is WPA2-AES.

1. You find the serial number on the label on the IP NEO C

Note You can have maximum 8 clients connected to the WLAN.
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2.5 To access the web interface
You can use the built-in web interface for configuration and operation of the IP NEO C. 
To access the web interface:

1. Start up the terminal. 
For details, see To switch the IP NEO C on or off on page 2-6.

2. Connect your computer to the terminal, using LAN or WLAN as described in the 
previous sections.

3. Open your browser and enter the IP address of the terminal in the address bar. The 
default IP address of the terminal is 192.168.0.1.

4. When prompted, enter user ID and password. Default values are:
• Standard user:

User ID: user1

Password: <empty>
• Administrator user

User ID: administrator
Password: <serial number of your IP NEO C>

After logging in with the default administrator password you are prompted to change the 
password.
For more information on the web interface, see The web interface on page 3-2.

1. If you are logged in as “user”, you cannot make changes to the configuration. For 
details on user rights, see Access levels for the web interface on page 3-2.
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2.6 To access the external network

2.6.1 To point the antenna to the satellite

Before pointing
Before pointing the antenna you can use the coverage map below to find your 
approximate location in relation to the satellites. The IP NEO C supports both T2 and 
T3 satellites.
• Thuraya 2 is located at 44 degrees East longitude.
• Thuraya 3 is located at 98.5 degrees East longitude.

Note You can choose to cancel pointing from the pointing page in the web interface. 
In this case you cannot communicate on the satellite network, but you can 
access all terminal settings.

Note If the IP NEO C is sold and used in the US, satellite functionality is not 
available.
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To point the antenna
To obtain optimum bandwidth and operating time on the satellite network, adjust the 
position of the IP NEO C with great precision. 

1. Find the approximate direction of the satellite. See Before pointing on page 2-8 for a 
map with the location of the satellites.

2. If the IP NEO C is not already in pointing mode, access the web interface as 
described in To access the web interface on page 2-7 and select
 (Control panel) > Point now.
Alternatively you can switch the IP NEO C off and on again.

3. Use the pointing sound and/or the Pointing page in the web interface to find the 
highest possible signal strength, while slowly rotating and tilting the IP NEO C in the 
direction of the satellite.

4. Push the power button briefly to accept when you have obtained the highest 
possible signal strength (or, if you are using the web interface, click Accept). 

The IP NEO C now starts to register with the satellite network.

Audio assisted pointing 
You can set up whether or not you want a sound to indicate the signal level during 
pointing (Audio assisted pointing). The sound pattern is as follows:
• Poor signal strength:         •         •         •         • 
• Good signal strength:        •••••••••••••••••••
• Optimum signal strength: (continuous sound instead of single 

“beeps”)
For details on how to enable or disable the pointing sound, see To enable or disable the 
pointing sound on page 3-21.

To repoint the antenna
You may need to point the antenna again later, e.g. if the terminal has been moved or 
the signal is blocked.
To start the pointing process again:

1. From the web interface, select  (Control panel) > Point now.
2. Go through the pointing process as described in the previous section To point the 

antenna.

WARNING! After accepting the signal strength, keep the minimum safety 
distance of 0.6 m from the antenna front face. The antenna may radiate 
microwave power as soon as the signal strength is accepted.
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2.6.2 Registration procedure for the satellite network
If you have connected a computer and accessed the web interface, you can see the 
progress in the status field. 
• Initializing:

The terminal is starting up.
• Acquiring position:

The terminal is trying to get a position fix from the GNSS satellites. A position is 
needed before the terminal can be pointed. 

• Pointing:
The terminal is in pointing mode and the user needs to point the terminal and accept 
the current pointing.

• Channel search: 
The IP NEO C is searching for the best channel to use for registration.

• Registering: 
The IP NEO C is registering itself on the network.
If the position has not yet been acquired at this point, the status field may show 
Acquiring position.

• Ready (or other status information): 
Ready means the IP NEO C is registered on the network and is ready to set up data 
connections. If there is any other status information to show, e.g. if there is a 
warning, the status field will show that instead.

Note To enable data/Internet connectivity you must first activate a data connection. 
See To start and stop data connections on page 2-11.
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2.7 Data connection

2.7.1 Router function
The terminal has a router function which routes traffic between the local network 
connected to the terminal and the satellite network connection.
The router contains NAT (Network Address Translation) which allows sharing of a 
public IP address between a number of local network users.

2.7.2 Standard or Streaming data
The satellite network supports different classes of data connection to the Internet. The 
main classes are Standard data and Streaming data.
• Using a Standard data connection, several users can share the data connection 

simultaneously. This type of connection is ideal for TCP/IP traffic such as e-mail, file 
transfer, and Internet and intranet access. 
The user pays for the amount of data sent and received.

• Using a Streaming data connection, you get an exclusive, high-priority connection, 
ensuring seamless transfer of data. This type of connection is ideal for time critical 
applications like live video over IP.
The user pays for the duration of the connection (per minute charge).

You can set up the connection types in the web interface. For details, see To control 
data connections from web interface on page 3-7.

2.7.3 To start and stop data connections
By default, you must manually activate your data connection before you can access the 
external network. However, you can enable automatic activation of a data connection. 
See Enable Automatic Connection Activation on page 3-9. 

To start and stop data connections on your IP NEO C:

1. On the connected device, open your browser and type the IP address of the terminal 
(default IP address: 192.168.0.1) in the address bar to access the web interface.

2. Click  on the connection you want to start. For details, see To control data 
connections from web interface on page 3-7.

Note You can only have one active data connection at a time on the external 
network.
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2.7.4 PPPoE (Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet)

Overview
You can establish a PPPoE connection to the satellite network using the IP NEO C 
system. Use PPPoE if you want to control your connection independently of the web 
interface. 
Possible applications are:
• Connecting a router
• Connecting broadcast equipment, optionally through a PC
• Establishing a Picocell for the use of cell phones

The following drawing shows connections managed through PPPoE and web interface 
respectively.

Note Only one connection at a time can be active.

Satellite terminal
PDP Context

Satellite 
nework

Built-in
web

interface

PPPoE 
connection

PC  and/or broadcast equipment

User PC 1

Applications
for PPPoE

Handling connection to 
the satellite terminal

Assigning connection 
(PDP context) to go out 
on the satellite network

Router

Pico cell

PPPoE 
connection

User PC 2

PPPoE 
connection
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To configure the connected equipment for PPPoE
How to configure your equipment depends on the type of equipment. Refer to the user 
documentation of the equipment. As a minimum, you need to configure the following 
parameters in your equipment in order to make PPPoE work with the terminal:
• User name and password.

The user name and password can be left blank (or insert user name: void and 
password: void). Then the registration on the Access Point is most commonly done 
in such a way that the data connection is established with a dynamic IP address 
from the airtime provider. 
To request a static IP (if subscribed to) from the Access Point you must type in the 
user name and password from your airtime subscription.
Note for MAC OS: User name and password are required. Use user name void and 
password void. This works for some ISPs. Contact your airtime provider for further 
information.

• For setups that have a check box for “Enable LCP extensions”, deselect this.
No further configuration is needed to make a Standard IP data connection to the 
Internet.
See the table below for information on how to configure specific services for your 
PPPoE connection.
If you need a certain service, for example a Streaming class, you must type in a 
specified text string when asked for a service name. The following table shows the 
service names supported by the terminal.

Text to type in the 
Service Name field Function

(Blank) Initiates a Primary Standard Data connection (default)

XBB:BACKGROUND Initiates a Primary Standard Data connection (same as 
blank)

XBB:STREAM16K Initiates a Primary Streaming 16 kbps connection

XBB:STREAM32K Initiates a Primary Streaming 32 kbps connection

XBB:STREAM64K Initiates a Primary Streaming 64 kbps connection

XBB:STREAM128K Initiates a Primary Streaming 128 kbps connection

XBB:STREAM256K Initiates a Primary Streaming 256 kbps connection

XBB:STREAM384K Initiates a Primary Streaming 384 kbps connection
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2.7.5 To access the terminal using AT commands
1. Make sure that AT shell is enabled and the AT shell password is set up in the web 

interface, see To set up AT shell on page 3-26.
2. Connect your computer to the IP NEO C terminal.
3. On the connected computer, start an SSH connection using the local IP address of 

the IP NEO C (default is 192.168.0.1). Use "atshell" as user.

Example: ssh atshell@192.168.0.1

4. When prompted, enter the AT shell password you defined in the web interface 
(step 1).

5. When the connection is established, type in your AT commands.

For information on supported AT commands, see Command reference on page B-1.

2.8 Alerts
When an alert is registered, the web interface show a warning icon  in the icon bar as 
long as the alert is active. The Alerts list only shows alerts that are currently active.
To view the Alerts list, click  from the icon bar at the top of the page, or select Alerts 
from the Support page.
For more information on the alert messages, refer to List of alert messages on page 4-
11.

2.9 Status of the IP NEO C
Web interface: If the screen for the web interface is large enough, it shows a status 
field at the bottom of the page or in the right side of the page. If not, click  to show the 
status page. Click  again to return to the previous page.
The Status page shows information such as terminal status, network status, position 
status and ongoing communication.
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Chapter 3

Configuration 3

This chapter describes how to use the web interface to operate, set up and configure 
your system.
The Configuration chapter has the following sections:
• The web interface
• To point the antenna
• To control data connections from web interface
• Status information
• The Control panel
• To use the logs
• Battery status information
• To set up the interfaces
• Support features
• Terminal settings
• Advanced LAN
• Advanced settings
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3.1 The web interface

3.1.1 What is the web interface?
The web interface is built into the terminal and is used for operating, setting up and 
configuring the system. 
You can access the web interface from a computer with a standard Internet browser.

3.1.2 Access levels for the web interface
There are two levels of access to the web interface:
user has access to the following: 
• Start and stop data connections
• Read main configuration parameters. 
• Generate and download diagnostic report. 
• Embedded user manual. 
• Start and stop pointing if manual pointing is required.

administrator has access to the same as user, plus the following:
• Read and write all main configuration parameters.
• Upload software.
• Change password for “user” and “administrator”.
• Enable AT shell access and change password for AT shell.

3.1.3 To access and navigate the web interface

To access the web interface
To access the web interface:

1. Start up the terminal. 
For details see To switch the IP NEO C on or off on page 2-6.

2. Connect your computer to the terminal.
For details see LAN on page 2-5 or To connect using WLAN on page 2-6.

3. Open your browser and enter the IP address of the terminal in the address bar.
The default IP address of the terminal is 192.168.0.1.

4. When prompted, enter user ID and password. Default values are:
• Standard user:

user ID: user
Password: <empty>

• administrator user
User ID: administrator
Password: <serial number of your IP NEO C>

Note You are prompted to change the administrator password after first logon. For 
details, see To change the administrator password on page 3-24.
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To change the language
When you have access to the web interface, if you want to display a different language 
than English:

1. Select the Control panel  in the bottom right corner.
2. Select Terminal settings.
3. At Language, select a language from the drop-down list and click Save. 
You can change the language to Arabic, Chinese, French, Japanese, Portuguese, 
Russian or Spanish.

Overview of the web interface
When the web interface opens, the title bar shows the name of the product. The 
example below shows the Control panel page.

The web interface consists of the following sections.
• Name of current page. Tap or click to refresh the page.
• Icon bars at the top and bottom are present on all pages and hold icons that give 

access to status such as battery level and signal level as well as active alerts when 
relevant. It also holds the icon for the Control panel. For explanations of the icons, 
see the next section, Icons in the icon bars.

• Contents section shows the contents of the selected page. This section is used for 
viewing or changing settings, or for performing actions. On the opening page, this 
section is used to start and stop data connections.

Name and icon of current page (on opening page: the name of the product)

Contents 
section

Icon bar

Status and 
position 
section

Icon bar
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• Status and position section shows the status of the terminal and the network 
connection, position information, ongoing data sessions etc. The Status section is 
not shown on small screens. If the screen is small (e.g. on a smartphone), you can 
show/hide the status by clicking  at the bottom of the page.

Icons in the icon bars
The icon bars are always available at the top and bottom of the web interface. Some of 
the icons are permanent while others are temporary.

To navigate the web interface
• To access status and settings, tap or click the relevant icon in the icon bar or 

select  to access the Control panel. The status or settings are displayed in the 
contents section.

• To see your current location and to move back through the Control Panel 
menu, use the breadcrumbs just below the icon bar.

• To scroll through longer pages, use the scroll bar or swipe.
• To refresh the current page, press Ctrl+F5 (PC) or Apple+R (Apple) or Cmd+R 

(Apple).

Icon Explanation

 

 

Power status. The icon changes according to status. Click to see detailed 
battery status. 
Battery level
Battery charging

 Signal level of the external network (Thuraya satellite network). 

 WLAN interface. Bright when WLAN is enabled, grayed when it is disabled. 
Click to access WLAN settings.
The WLAN icon shows the number of connected devices.

 An alert is active.
Click the icon to see a list of active alerts.
Note that this icon will remain in the icon bar as long as the alert is still 
active.

 Help. Click to get context-sensitive help for the current page (in this 
manual).

 Control panel. Click to access the settings.

 Startup page where you can start and stop data connections. Click to go to 
the startup page.
The “1” at the icon shows that a satellite data connection is running.

 Status. If the screen is not large enough to show the status field, this icon 
appears at the bottom of the page. Click the icon to see status of the 
terminal and satellite connection. Click again to exit the status page.
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3.1.4 Menu tree for the web interface
The drawing below shows the menu structure of the IP NEO C web interface.

Control Panel
WLAN
LAN
Logs
Point now
Terminal settings
Advanced LAN
Battery
Advanced
Support

Legend:

Checkbox

Editable field

Scrol l U/D

Data Log
Total counters

Button

Data log (n/100) 
Clear Data log
Call data

Overlay:
OK,Cancel

Total counters 
Reset counters
Data sessions total

Overlay:
OK,Cancel

Overlay:
Pointing mode
Status
Signal strength
Signal quality %
Ok,Cancel

Drop down menu

Terminal settings
Power up 
Pointing at power up
Connection
Internet connection mode
Bridge mode IP address
Local IP address
Subnet mask
DHCP
Enable
DHCP range start
DHCP range end
Audio indication
Audio assisted pointing
Audio volume
GNSS
GNSS type
Language
Select language 
Cancel,Save

Advanced LAN
Port forwarding

Port forwarding (n/20) 
Forward port
Forward port rule n

Edit port forwarding 
Active
Incoming port start
Incoming port end
Destination IP address
Destination port start
Destination port end
Delete, Save

Battery
Status

Support
Alerts
Event log
Update software
Reboot terminal
Diagnostics report
About

Advanced
Log out administrator
Passwords
Factory reset
Security
AT shell

Alerts (n/100) 
Alert message n

Event log (n/100) 
Event message nUpdate software 

Select file dialog
Overlay:
OK,Cancel

Diagnostics report 
Generate report
Download report n

About 
GNU public license
Serial number
IMSI
ICCID
IMEI
Software version
Build  number

GNU License text

LAN
Enable
Enable POE
Save, Cancel

WLAN
Enable
WLAN type
Standard
Country code
Channel
Broadcast SSID
SSID
Security
Key type
Encryption key
Save, Cancel

User Passwd.  
New passwd
New passwd c.
Save, Cancel

Confirm 
OK,Cancel

AT shell
Enable AT shell
Change atshell user password
New atshell user password
Save, Cancel

Connections
New connection
      Activate   Connection(n)  Edit

Terminal Status
  Network in use
  Status
  Current satellite
  Signal strength
  Antenna status
  Local IP address
  Logged in as
Position information  
  Status
  Position
  GNSS
  Satellites used

Connection
Identifier  
  Name
Activation
  Automatic 
APN
  Type  
  User defined name
Quality of service
  Traffic class
  Max. bit rate upload
  Max. bit rate download
  Guaranteed bit rate upload   
  Guaranteed bit rate download
Cancel, Save, Delete

Help
Context sensitive help text

Status
Terminal and position status

Control panel
Configuration of the terminal

Dashboard
Control connections

Admin. Passwd.  
Old passwd
New passwd
New passwd c.
Save, Cancel

Change user password
Change admin password

Security
Redirect HTTP to HTTPS
Use uploaded TLS/SSL certificate
       Upload certificate
Save, Cancel
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3.2 To point the antenna
Before you can use the satellite network, you must point the antenna in the direction of 
the satellite and find the best possible signal strength. For detailed information on the 
pointing procedure, see To point the antenna to the satellite on page 2-8.
You can use the web interface to help you with the pointing process. 

3.2.1 Pointing in web interface
To start the pointing process from the web interface:

1. If the pointing process is not automatically started, select  (Control panel) and 
then Point now.
The signal strength is shown on the screen.

2. Turn and tilt the antenna slowly until you have obtained the highest possible signal 
strength, as described in To point the antenna on page 2-9. 

3. Click OK.
The terminal will now try to register on the satellite network.
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3.3 To control data connections from web interface
The main page of the web interface is used to start and stop data connections and to 
set up the data connections. 

3.3.1 To start and stop data connections

To start and stop data connections on your IP NEO C:

1. In the opening page, locate the connection you want to start.

2. Click  to start the connection. The connections icon at the bottom of the page 
shows when a satellite data connection is running.

3. Click  to stop the connection.
If the connection fails, the connection tile shows an exclamation mark  and an error 
message. The error message is also shown in the data log, see Data log on page 3-12.
When a connection is active, the icon changes to  and the tile for the active 
connection shows:
• IP address: The IP address that has been assigned by the service provider to this 

session.
• Transferred data: For Standard data, the tile shows the total amount of transmitted 

and received data since the connection was established.
• Connection duration: For Streaming data, the tile shows the total time the 

connection has been active.
• Bit rate: For Streaming connections, the tile shows the fixed bit rate.

Note By default, if you want to use a data connection, you must manually start it 
from the web interface. However, you can set up the IP NEO C to 
automatically establish a data connection when you connect equipment to 
the LAN or WLAN interface. See Enable Automatic Connection Activation 
on page 3-9.

Note The icons for starting  and stopping  connections are only active if 
the terminal is ready and registered on the satellite network. Otherwise 
you cannot start data connections.
If a connection is automatically activated (has Automatic Activation 
enabled), the icons for starting and stopping are replaced by a lock 
symbol .

Note Only one connection at a time can be active.
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3.3.2 To change a connection

Available default connections
By default, the following connections are available:

You can use these connections as they are, or build your own connections as 
described in the next section.

Name Type of connection

Standard data Several users can share the data connection. 
This type of connection is ideal for TCP/IP traffic 
such as e-mail, file transfer, and Internet/
intranet access. 
The user pays for the amount of data sent and 
received.

Streaming data
The following default Streaming 
classes are available:
16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 384 
kbps Streaming (symmetric)

An exclusive, high-priority connection, ensuring 
seamless transfer of data. This type of 
connection is ideal for time critical applications 
like live video over IP. The user pays for the 
duration of the connection.
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To customize connections
You access the connections from the Dashboard. 

1. To access the Dashboard click  at the bottom of the page.
2. To change a connection, click  in the right side of the tile with the connection.

You have the following options to change a connection:

Note You must be logged in as administrator in order to change, delete or create 
connections.

If you want to Do the following

Change the name of the 
connection

Under Identifier, type in the new name and click Save. The 
new name is shown on the tile on the startup page.

Enable Automatic 
Connection Activation

At Activation, select Automatic.
• When you select Automatic at Activation and connect 

to the LAN or WLAN interface, the data connection is 
automatically established as soon as the IP NEO C and 
its satellite connection are ready.

• When you disable automatic activation (default), you 
can control the data connection manually from the 
startup page.

Change the APN for the 
connection

By default a connection is set to use the APN (Access Point 
Name) from the terminal (defined by Thuraya). This is 
suitable for most applications.
If you want to use a different APN:

1. Under APN, select the Type of the APN.
• Default (default and recommended setting): The 

APN is taken from the terminal (defined by Thuraya).
• User defined: Type in the APN next to User defined 

name. The Airtime Provider provides the APNs. 
2. Click Save.

Change the Quality of 
Service

1. Under Quality of service, Select the Traffic class from 
the dropdown list.
• Standard. A shared background connection used 

e.g. for TCP/IP traffic such as e-mail, file transfer, and 
Internet/intranet access.

• Streaming: An exclusive, high-priority connection, 
ensuring seamless transfer of data. This type of 
connection is ideal for e.g. live video over IP. 

2. If you selected Streaming, select the Max. upload bit 
rate, Max. download bit rate, guaranteed upload bit rate 
and guaranteed download bit rate for the streaming 
connection.

3. Click Save.

Delete a connection Click Delete1 at the bottom of the page.
Note: you cannot delete the default Standard connection.

1. If you accidentally delete a connection, you can either create a new manually or restore 
factory settings. Note, however, that all changes to the configuration will be lost if you restore 
factory settings.
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3.4 Status information
If the window is large enough, it shows a status field at the bottom of the page or in the 
right side of the page. If not, click    at the bottom of the page to show the status page. 
Click   again to return to the previous page.

The following status is available:
Terminal status:

• Network in use: The network currently used.
• Status: The status of the satellite network. “Data” means a data connection is 

running. The status could also be e.g. “Registering” or “Ready”.
• Current satellite: The satellite to which the IP NEO C is currently registered.
• Signal strength: The signal strength of the satellite connection.
• Antenna status: The status of the antenna, e.g. Pointed.
• Local IP address: The local IP address of the IP NEO C. E.g. used to connect to 

the web interface.
• Logged in as: This field shows if you are logged in as administrator or user. You 

can click [log out] to log out.
Position information:

• Status: Shows the status of the GNSS connection, e.g. if there is 2D fix, 3D fix or 
no position fix.

• Position and GNSS: The geographic position of the IP NEO C and the position 
system used.

• Satellites used: Shows how many GNSS satellites are used to obtain the position.
Data information (only shown if a data connection is running)

• Standard data (or other connection name): Shows which type of data is running 
within the connection. For details on connections, see To control data 
connections from web interface on page 3-7.

Toggle between status and contents page
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3.5 The Control panel
The Control panel is used for accessing the settings and functions of your IP NEO C.
To open the Control panel, click  from the bottom right corner of the web interface.
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3.6 To use the logs

3.6.1 To access the logs
To access the Logs, select  and select Logs from the menu. The Logs page 
contains:
• Data log: A list of all data sessions since the log was last cleared.
• Total counters: Totals for each type of service since the log was last cleared.

Date and time is the international UTC time, received from the satellite. 

3.6.2 Data log
The Data log shows:
• Data usage (bytes), date and time of each Standard data session.
• Duration and type (such as 64 kbps, 128 kbps), date and time of each Streaming 

data session.
The Data log also shows the termination cause of each data session.
To clear the Data log, click the Clear data log button at the top.

3.6.3 Total counters
The total counters show:
• Data session totals shows totals for each data connection type since the log was 

last cleared. For Standard data the totals are shown as amount of data transferred 
(kB) and for Streaming connections the totals are shown in duration (hh:mm:ss). 

To reset the Total counters, click the Reset total counters button at the top.
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3.7 Battery status information
To view the status of the internal battery, do one of the following:
• Click the battery symbol from the icon bar at the top of the page, or
• from the Control panel , select Battery.

The Battery page shows:
• Status (E.g. Charging, Discharging, Fully charged or Idle1)
• Charge level in percent
• Estimated remaining usage time (not shown when external power is connected)
• Estimated remaining charge time (when the battery is charging)
• Temperature.

For more information on the IP NEO C batteries, see
• Normal use of the battery on page 4-4
• To recharge the battery on page 4-4
• Accurate display of the battery capacity on page 4-4
• Battery specifications (internal battery) on page A-2

1. “Idle” in this case means external power is used, but the battery is not charging 
because the charge level was already high when power was applied.

Note The estimated remaining usage time can vary significantly, depending on 
usage. The remaining time will be shorter if the terminal is used heavily 
(more interfaces in use and more data sessions active).
The estimated remaining usage time stated is the time that the terminal will 
run when the battery is active (discharging).
When the terminal is connected to external power the remaining usage time 
can not be estimated.
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3.8 To set up the interfaces

3.8.1 LAN interface setup
The IP NEO C has two LAN connectors:
• one with PoE out (e.g. for a handset), marked LAN PoE out and
• one with PoE in (used for powering the IP NEO C), marked LAN PoE in. 

To configure the LAN interface: 

1. In the Control panel , click the LAN icon at the top of the page.
2. To enable the LAN interface, select Enable.

3. To enable Power over Ethernet (PoE) on the LAN PoE out connector, select Enable 
next to Power over Ethernet. 
If you are not using PoE, you can save power by disabling PoE.

4. Click Save.
•  A line through a grayed-out LAN icon means the interface is disabled.
•  A blue LAN icon means the interface is enabled.

For a description of how to set up the local network parameters, see Internet and LAN 
connection modes on page 3-19 and Advanced LAN on page 3-22.

3.8.2 WLAN interface setup

To configure the WLAN interface:

1. In the Control panel , click the WLAN icon at the top of the page.
2. To enable the WLAN interface, select Enable.

If the WLAN settings are still default settings, the WLAN LED will now be yellow.

Important If you disable LAN you may not be able to access the IP NEO C. 
Before disabling the LAN interface, make sure you have a working 
WLAN connection.
You can restore the LAN and WLAN settings with the Reset button, 
see Restore the settings of the IP NEO C on page 4-3.

Note It may take some seconds to enable the interface.

Note This setting is only for the LAN PoE out connector, not for the LAN PoE in 
connector.

Note The Internet settings entered in the Terminal settings page also apply for the 
WLAN interface. See Internet and LAN connection modes on page 3-19.

Important If you disable WLAN you may not be able to access the IP NEO C. 
Before disabling the WLAN interface, make sure you have a working 
LAN connection.
You can restore the LAN and WLAN settings with the Reset button, 
see Restore the settings of the IP NEO C on page 4-3.

Note It may take some seconds to enable the interface.
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3. Select the WLAN type, 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz.
• Select 5 GHz for faster connection, if the connected equipment supports it.
• Select 2.4 GHz if your connected equipment does not support 5 GHz.

4. Select the WLAN standard to use.
For 2.4 GHz, select 802.11n if your equipment supports it. Otherwise deselect it.
For 5 GHz, select 802.11n or 802.11ac or nothing, depending on your equipment.

5. Next to Country code, select the country you are located in.  

6. Select the Channel number used for communication on the WLAN interface.
For automatic channel selection between the legal channels in the selected 
country, select channel number 0.

7. Select Broadcast SSID to show your WLAN access point to other users.
If you clear the box, your WLAN access point is hidden.

8. Type in the SSID.
The SSID is a max. 32 character text identifying the wireless local area network. All 
wireless devices on a WLAN must use the same SSID in order to communicate with 
each other. The default SSID is the product name followed by underscore (_) and 
the last four digits in the serial number (IP-NEO-C_<last 4 digits of serial number>).

9. Select the Security standard. You may select:
• None (no encryption is applied), or
• WPA2-AES (selected by default)

10.Next to Key type, select Hexadecimal or Text.
The encryption key must normally be a hexadecimal code. However, if you are using 
WPA2-AES encryption (default) you can choose to use a text string, which may be 
easier to memorize.

11.Type in the Encryption key for the selected Security standard (not applicable if 
security mode = None). The default encryption key is the serial number of the IP 
NEO C. You can find the serial number under Control panel > Support > About or 
on the label on the IP NEO C.

12.Click Save.
•  A line through a grayed-out WLAN icon means the interface is disabled.
•  A blue WLAN icon means the interface is enabled.

When the settings have been changed from default values to the new values, the 
WLAN LED changes from yellow to green (or off, if WLAN is disabled).
For a description of how to set up the local network parameters, see Internet and LAN 
connection modes on page 3-19 and Advanced LAN on page 3-22.

Note In some countries, the use of WLAN is not allowed. Before continuing, 
make sure WLAN is allowed and licensed in the country where you 
intend to use it.

Note If the IP NEO C is sold and used in the US, the country will be fixed and 
not selectable.

Important Change the encryption key to a personal code in order to keep your 
WLAN connection secure and protected!
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3.9 Support features
To open the Support page, select  (Control panel) > Support.

3.9.1 To view the Alerts
When an alert is registered, the web interface shows a warning icon  in the icon bar 
as long as the alert is active. The Alerts list only shows alerts that are currently active.

1. To view the alerts, click  from the icon bar at the top of the web interface, or select 
Alerts from the Support page.

The Alerts page shows a detailed list of active alerts including the time of the first 
occurrence, ID and severity of the alert message, and a short text describing the error. 
For more information on the alert messages, refer to List of alert messages on page 4-
11.

3.9.2 To view the Event log
The Event log shows all events that have occurred. It includes events of informational 
character describing normal phases of operation for the terminal, and also activation 
and clearing of alerts that appear in the Alerts list.
To view the event log, select Event log from the Support page. 

3.9.3 To create a diagnostics report
The diagnostic report contains relevant information for troubleshooting. When 
contacting your supplier for support, please enclose this file. To generate a diagnostic 
report:

1. From the Support page, click Diagnostics report. 
2. Click Generate report.

3. Select Download report.
4. Choose a location for the file and save it.

Note It may take a few minutes to generate the report.
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3.9.4 To update software

To update the software in the IP NEO C:

1. Download the new software1 or acquire the software from Thuraya and save it on 
your computer.

2. Open the web interface and enter the Control panel .
3. Click Support > Update software.
4. Click Update software... 
5. Browse to the new software version and click Open. The software file has the 

extension “.tiif”.
6. The terminal restarts and completes the software update.

You can check the software version under Control panel > Support > About.

3.9.5 To restart the terminal
If you want to restart the terminal:

1. From the Support page, select Reboot terminal.
2. Click to confirm the reboot.
The terminal restarts. Note that this is the equivalent to switching the terminal off and on 
again.

3.9.6 About
The About page shows the Serial number, IMSI number, ICCID, IMEI number and 
software version of your IP NEO C.
To access the About page, select Support > About.

Important If the battery power is 25% or less you must connect external power to 
the terminal before starting the software update. Once connected, do 
not remove power until the software update is completed.

1. You can download the software from www.thuraya.com/en/support/upgrades. Select 
the IP NEO C product and locate the link with the new software. 

Note The update procedure takes some minutes to complete. During the 
software update, the Status LED is blinking blue.

https://www.thuraya.com/en/support/upgrades
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3.10 Terminal settings
To configure the terminal settings, select  (Control panel) > Terminal settings.

3.10.1 Pointing at start-up
You can set up the IP NEO C to automatically register on the satellite network at start-
up. This is useful e.g. for semi-fixed or fixed installation, where the IP NEO C is not 
moved around between start-ups. See Fixed installation on page 2-3.

1. In the Terminal settings page, at Pointing mode at startup, select Automatic or 
Manual.
• If the IP NEO C is moved around between each power up, select Manual from 

the drop-down list. With this setting, the terminal will go through the pointing 
procedure every time the terminal is powered.

• If the IP NEO C antenna is placed in a fixed position and the signal strength is 
sufficient, select Automatic to make the IP NEO C automatically register on the 
satellite network when the terminal is powered.

2. Click Save.
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3.10.2 To set up the connection mode

Internet and LAN connection modes
In the web interface you can set up the Internet connection mode and the IP addressing 
between the IP NEO C and devices connected to the IP NEO C. The IP NEO C has a 
built-in DHCP server which can be used to dynamically assign IP addresses to devices 
connected to the IP NEO C.
The drawing below shows examples of the IP addressing in router mode (default setup) 
and Bridge mode.

Router mode 
(Default setup, example)

Terminal

Device 1

Device 2

192.168.0.1

192.168.0.1

192.168.0.n
(assigned by the  

terminal via DHCP)

192.168.0.m
(assigned by the  

terminal via DHCP)

Satellite network
(DHCP server)172.26.246.31

(assigned by the satellite 
network via DHCP)

Bridge mode with active connection to the satellite network
(Example)

Device 1

Terminal
172.26.246.31

(assigned by the satellite 
network via DHCP)

172.26.246.n

NATDHCP

Satellite network
(DHCP server)

Bridge mode, no connection to the satellite network
(Example)

Terminal

Satellite network
(DHCP server)

Device 1 192.168.0.1
(Local IP address)

DHCP

192.168.0.n
(assigned by the  

terminal via DHCP)

192.168.0.1
(Local IP address)

172.26.246.n

172.26.246.n
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To set up the Internet connection mode of the IP NEO C:

1. In the Terminal settings page, at Internet connection mode, select Bridge mode 
or Router mode. Router mode is the default setting and is recommended for most 
purposes.
• Select Router mode if one or more computers are connected and the IP NEO C 

should act as a router. When Router mode is selected, the IP NEO C uses the 
built-in NAT module for making the necessary address translations.

• Select Bridge mode if only one computer is connected, and the IP NEO C should 
act as a modem, or if more than one computer is connected using an external 
router. 

2. If you selected Bridge mode, select under Bridge mode IP address how the 
terminal’s IP address should be assigned.
• Dynamic example: If the IP address assigned by the DHCP server to the locally 

connected equipment is 10.30.27.130, the terminal will get the IP address 
10.40.27.130. (in most cases it will be 10 added to the second octet of the 
assigned IP address).

• Plus one example: If the IP address assigned by the DHCP server to the locally 
connected equipment is 172.26.246.30, the terminal will get the IP address 
172.26.246.31 (the assigned IP address plus one).

3. Under Local IP address, type in a new IP address if you want to change the Local 
IP address of the terminal. This is the address used to access the web interface. 
The default IP address is 192.168.0.1.

4. If you want to change the Subnet mask for the local network of the terminal, type in 
the new network mask. The default network mask is 255.255.255.0.

5. Under DHCP, select Enable (recommended for most purposes).
• If you select Enable, the terminal assigns dynamic IP addresses to devices 

connected to the terminal. 
• If you disable DHCP you need to set up a static IP address in the connected 

device.
6. Under DHCP range start and DHCP range end, type in the range of IP addresses 

that should be assigned to locally connected equipment.
7. Click Save.

Note Do not connect more than one computer in Bridge mode, unless you 
have an external router.

Important When you change the local IP address and click Save you will no longer 
have access to the web interface! You must type in the new IP address 
in your browser to regain access.
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3.10.3 To enable or disable the pointing sound
The IP NEO C can make a sound to guide you through the pointing procedure (default 
enabled). To enable or disable the pointing sound:

1. In the Terminal settings page, locate the Audio indication section.
2. Select Audio assisted pointing if you want to use a pointing sound to assist your 

pointing process.
3. At Audio assisted pointing volume (0 - 100) type the volume level you want for 

the pointing sound.
4. Click Save.

3.10.4 To select the type of navigation system (GNSS)
To select which navigation system(s) to use with your IP NEO C:

1. In the Terminal settings page, locate the GNSS section (Global Navigation Satellite 
System).

2. Select a navigation system, or combination of navigation systems, from the list. Click 
Save.
There are various combinations of GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and BeiDou.

3.10.5 To select the language
The default language of the web interface is English. You can change the language to 
Arabic, Chinese, French, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian or Spanish.
To change the language:

1. In the Terminal settings page, locate the Language section.
2. Select a language from the list and click Save.

Note It may take some minutes for the IP NEO C to change the navigation 
system.
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3.11 Advanced LAN

3.11.1 Port forwarding

Port forwarding enables you to set up a server connected to the terminal while the 
terminal is in Router mode. Without port forwarding it would not be possible to contact 
the server from the Internet. We recommend using a static public IP address for the 
terminal in order to provide easy access to the terminal. To use the static IP address, it 
must be included in your subscription and you must set the APN source to Default. For 
details, see Change the APN for the connection on page 3-9.
The following example shows how to allow Internet access to a mail server (smtp) 
connected to the terminal. 
The mail server in this example has the IP address 192.167.0.100.

1. From the Control panel , select Advanced LAN > Port forwarding.
2. Select Forward port to add a new port forwarding.
3. Select Active to activate the port forwarding.
4. Type in the Incoming port start and the Incoming port end.

This is the range of port numbers on the IP NEO C for which incoming traffic to the 
IP NEO C will be forwarded.

5. Type in the Destination IP address, which in this example is the IP address of the 
mail server: 192.167.0.100. 
This is the IP address to which the incoming traffic is forwarded.

6. Type in the Destination port start and the Destination port end. 
This is the range of port numbers, in this example on the mail server, to which the 
incoming traffic will be forwarded.

7. Click Save.
When you have activated a data connection, you can now access the mail server from 
the Internet, using the external IP address of the terminal. You can see the external IP 
address in the tile with the data connection you have started. For information on how to 
activate your data connection, see To start and stop data connections on page 3-7.

Note Make the port forwarding configuration before starting the data session.
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3.12 Advanced settings

3.12.1 Passwords
The IP NEO C web interface is password protected at two levels: A user password and 
an administrator password. You will always be prompted for a password when you 
access the web interface. Default settings are1:
• user: 

User name: user 
Password: <empty>

• administrator: 
User name: administrator
Password: <serial number of the IP NEO C>

You can change the passwords if you are logged in as administrator, see the next 
sections.
For details on the access rights on the different user levels, see Access levels for the 
web interface on page 3-2.

To log in as user
When you log in as user you cannot change the configuration, but you can see all 
settings, except the Advanced settings. You can also start and stop data connections.
You are prompted for user id and password when accessing the web interface.

1. At User id, type user.
2. At Password, type the user password (by default, the user password is empty).
3. Click OK.

To log in as administrator
To change the configuration or to access the Advanced settings you must enter an 
administrator password. To log in as administrator:
If you have not yet logged in, you are prompted for a password when accessing the 
web interface. When prompted:

1. At User id, type administrator.
2. At Password, type the administrator password (default: the serial number of the IP 

NEO C).
3. Click OK.

If you are already logged in as user:

1. From the Control panel , select Advanced.
You are now prompted to log in as administrator.

2. Enter the administrator password. 
3. Click Login.

1. If you have forgotten the password you can restore the terminal to factory default 
settings. Before doing so, be aware that all settings will be restored and you will lose 
any configuration you may have entered. 

Note After logging in with the default administrator password, you are forced to 
change the password, for security reasons.
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To log out as administrator
To log out, click Logout administrator in the Advanced page or click [log out] next to 
administrator in the Terminal status field.

To change the administrator password
To change the administrator password:

1. Log in as administrator.
2. Under Advanced, select Passwords > Change administrator password.
3. Type in the Old password.
4. Type in the New password and retype it on the next line.

Rules for new password: 
• Minimum length: 4 characters
• Maximum length: 50 characters
• Valid characters: 0-9A-Za-z and `!$~@#%^&*()_=+[{}\|;:'.<>/?]-

5. Click Save.
At the next login the new password is required.

To change the user password
To change the user password:

1. Log in as administrator.
2. Under Advanced, select Passwords > Change user password.
3. Type in the User id (default: user).
4. Type in the New password and retype it on the next line.

Rules for new password: 
• Minimum length: 0 characters
• Maximum length: 50 characters
• Valid characters: 0-9A-Za-z and `!$~@#%^&*()_=+[{}\|;:'.<>/?]-

5. Click Save.
At the next login the new password is required.

3.12.2 To restore factory settings
To restore the factory settings of the IP NEO C:

1. Under Advanced, select Factory reset.

2. Click OK.
The terminal will now restart and start up with the factory settings.

Important All configuration will be lost and the IP NEO C will return to the 
default configuration.
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3.12.3 Security

HTTPS settings
The IP NEO C internal web server supports HTTPS, which includes encryption of the 
exchanged web traffic when accessing the IP NEO C web interface. 
By default, the system uses a self-signed certificate, but it also allows you to upload 
your own certificate signed by a trusted Certificate Authority.

1. From the Advanced page select Security.

2. Select Redirect HTTP to HTTPS if you want the IP NEO C to automatically redirect 
your HTTP traffic to HTTPS.

3. Select Use uploaded TLS/SSL certificate and click Upload certificate if you want 
to upload your own generated SSL certificate for the system to use. Please note that 
the uploaded certificate file (.pem file format) must include the RSA private key used 
to generate the certificate: 
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
…
… <your certificate here> …
…
-----END CERTIFICATE-----
-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY-----
…
… <your key here> …
…
-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY-----

4. Click Save.
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3.12.4 To set up AT shell
If you want to use AT commands with the terminal: To enable initial login on the AT 
shell, you must enable AT shell and define the password to use.

1. From the Advanced page select AT shell.

2. Select Enable AT shell if you want to use AT commands with the terminal.
3. To define the password for the AT shell, select Change atshell user password and 

type in the new password under New atshell user password.
Rules for new password: 
• Minimum length: 4 characters
• Maximum length: 50 characters
• Valid characters: 0-9A-Za-z and `!$~@#%^&*()_=+[{}\|;:'.<>/?]-

4. Click Save.
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Chapter 4

Maintenance and troubleshooting 4

This chapter describes maintenance and troubleshooting. It has the following sections:
• Support
• Software update
• Restore the settings of the IP NEO C
• Maintenance
• Troubleshooting
• Log files

4.1 Support

4.1.1 Contact information
Should your Thuraya device fail, contact your nearest Thuraya service partner. You will 
find the partner details on our web site, www.thuraya.com/where-to-buy. Our service 
partners will also take care of any warranty issue. You may also email Thuraya 
Customer Care at customer.care@thuraya.com to contact our service partner or for 
any technical support, arranging user training, on-site repair or sending device for 
repair.  

4.1.2 To repack for shipment
Should you need to send the product for repair, please read the below information 
before packing the product.
The shipping carton has been carefully designed to protect the IP NEO C and its 
accessories during shipment. This carton and its associated packing material should be 
used when repacking for shipment. Attach a tag indicating the type of service required, 
return address, part number and full serial number. Mark the carton FRAGILE to ensure 
careful handling.

If the original shipping carton is not available, the following general instructions should 
be used for repacking with commercially available material.

1. Wrap the defective unit in heavy paper or plastic. Attach a tag indicating the type of 
service required, return address, part number and full serial number.

2. Use a strong shipping container, e.g. a double walled carton.
3. Protect the front- and rear panel with cardboard and insert a layer of shock-

absorbing material between all surfaces of the equipment and the sides of the 
container.

4. Seal the shipping container securely.
5. Mark the shipping container FRAGILE to ensure careful handling.
Failure to do so may invalidate the warranty.

Note Correct shipment is the customer’s own responsibility.

http://www.thuraya.com/where-to-buy
mailto:customer.care@thuraya.com
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4.2 Software update

4.2.1 To update software with the web interface

1. Download the new software1 or acquire the software from Thuraya and save it to 
your computer.

2. Connect your computer to the IP NEO C.
3. Open the web interface in your browser and enter the Control panel .
4. Click Support > Update software.
5. Click Update software... 
6. Browse to the new software version and click Open. The file has the extension “.tiif”.
7. The IP NEO C now restarts and completes the software update. 

You can check the software version under Control panel > Support > About.

4.2.2 Recovery software update
If the IP NEO C becomes inoperative, a recovery software update may bring it back into 
an operational state. 

To make a recovery software update:

1. Download the new software or acquire the software from Cobham Satcom and save 
it to your computer.

2. Connect the IP NEO C to a DC power supply before starting the software update.
3. While powering on the IP NEO C, push and hold the Reset button until the Status 

LED is blinking rapidly blue. See Restore the settings of the IP NEO C on page 4-3.
4. Connect your computer with the new software to one of the LAN connectors.

5. On the connected computer, open your browser and access the web interface.
The web interface will open in safe mode, which is a limited version that only 
supports updating software.

6. In the Safe Mode page, click Choose file and browse to the new software version 
on your computer and click Open. The file has the extension “.tiif”.

7. Click Upload.
8. After successful upload, the new software is installed.
9. The IP NEO C restarts and completes the software update. 

Important Connect DC power to the terminal before starting the software update.

1. You can download the software from www.thuraya.com/en/support/upgrades. Select 
the IP NEO C product and locate the link with the new software.

Note The update procedure takes a couple of minutes.

Important The recovery software update will restore your IP NEO C configuration to 
factory default!

Note WLAN is not accessible when the IP NEO C is in safe mode.

Note The update procedure can take up to 15 minutes.

https://www.thuraya.com/en/support/upgrades
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10.Wait for the status LED to become steady green to indicate the software update 
process is completed.

11.Switch the terminal off and then on again for the terminal to start up in normal mode.

4.3 Restore the settings of the IP NEO C
The IP NEO C has a Reset button that has three functions: To restore all settings to 
factory settings, to restore WLAN settings and Local IP address only, and to put the IP 
NEO C into safe mode for recovery software update. 

The restore button is located inside a small hole covered by foil next to the SIM slot.

1. Loosen the SIM cover using a large flat-bladed screwdriver.
2. Remove the cover.
3. Remove the foil that covers the restore button (see picture above).

Action Function

Push and hold the Reset 
button for 2-10 seconds

LAN settings: The terminal IP address and IP netmask 
are temporarily set to the default value (default IP 
address: 192.168.0.1).
WLAN settings are restored to default.
Default WLAN settings:
• WLAN is Disabled
• Broadcast SSID: IP-NEO-C_<last 4 digits of serial 

number>
• Encryption standard: WPA2-AES
• Encryption key: serial number of the IP NEO C
• Region: AE

Push and hold the Reset 
button for > 10 seconds

The IP NEO C restores factory settings and restarts the 
system. All changes to the configuration are lost.

Push and hold the Reset 
button while you switch on 
the IP NEO C.

The IP NEO C enters safe mode. The Status LED is 
blinking rapidly blue. 
In safe mode the IP NEO C is ready for a recovery 
software upload through the LAN interface (see 
Recovery software update on page 4-2).

 Restore button

Foil
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4. Use a pointed device to push the Reset button inside the small hole.
The function depends on the length of time you hold the button, see the table above.

5. Close the cover and tighten it carefully.
This is important in order to maintain the IP grade of the IP NEO C.

4.4 Maintenance

4.4.1 Normal use of the battery
Never leave the IP NEO C fully discharged for a longer period of time. If the IP NEO C 
is not to be used for a shorter period of time (1 month), charge the battery to minimum 
20 to 30%. If the IP NEO C is stored for more than a month, charge the battery to 50%. 
For battery specifications, see Battery specifications (internal battery) on page A-2.

4.4.2 To recharge the battery   
To recharge the battery, connect external power to the DC input of the IP NEO C. For 
details on how to apply external power, see External power on page 2-4.

4.4.3 Accurate display of the battery capacity
To ensure accurate display of the battery capacity, you can run a learning cycle at first 
time use. The learning cycle must be performed between 20°C/68°F and 30°C/86°F.

1. Fully charge the battery.
2. Remove external power and fully discharge the battery:

Use the IP NEO C and/or leave it on until it turns off automatically. This way the IP 
NEO C learns the complete capacity of the battery. Note that it may take several 
hours to discharge the battery if it is not in use.

3. Recharge the battery.

4.4.4 Cleaning the IP NEO C
Clean the exterior of the IP NEO C with a damp cloth.

CAUTION! Do not spray water directly on the IP NEO C with high 
pressure! The IP NEO C can be washed gently, but it is not designed to 
be exposed to high pressure water-jets. The IP NEO C protection is IP55.
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4.4.5 Disposal of the IP NEO C
Old electrical and electronic equipment marked with this symbol can 
contain substances hazardous to human beings and the 
environment. Never dispose these items together with unsorted 
municipal waste (household waste). 
In order to protect the environment and ensure the correct recycling 
of old equipment as well as the re-utilization of individual 
components, use either public collection or private collection by the 
local supplier of old electrical and electronic equipment marked with this symbol. 
Contact the local supplier for information about what type of return system to use. 

Remove the battery from the IP NEO C
Remove the battery from the IP NEO C before disposal: 

1. Remove all screws in the front cover (use a Torx 10 Screwdriver).
2. Remove the front and gasket.
3. Remove all screws in the metal plate (use a Torx 10 Screwdriver).
4. Lift up the metal plate.
5. Gently remove the battery from the metal plate before disposal. 

Important The IP NEO C contains a Lithium Ion battery, which must be removed from 
the terminal before disposal. For details, see the next section.
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4.5 Troubleshooting

4.5.1 Troubleshooting guide

Problem Possible cause Remedy

The IP NEO C cannot 
be switched on, or 
does not stay on when 
powered by the 
battery.

The battery needs 
recharging.

Recharge the battery. Check 
the battery indicator in the web 
interface.

The IP NEO C cannot 
be switched off.

The Power button was not 
held long enough.

When you switch off the IP 
NEO C, hold the power button 
until the light indicator blinks 
rapidly yellow.
In rare cases, it may take up to 
10 seconds to switch off the IP 
NEO C.

Charging error The temperature is below 
0°C or above 45°C.

If the battery temperature is 
below 0°C or above 45°C the 
battery will not charge. The 
battery only charges between 
0°C and 45°C.

The charging voltage is 
lower than the specified 
minimum voltage.

Wait until charging begins (the 
Status indicator blinks yellow). 
If the battery is completely 
discharged, and it has been out 
of use for a long time, the 
charging process may take a 
long time to start. If charging 
does not begin within 2-3 hours, 
contact your local supplier.

The IP NEO C is not 
operational.

Software error Restart the terminal. 
If the problem persists, you can 
restore factory settings as 
described in Restore the 
settings of the IP NEO C on 
page 4-3.
Note: This will restore the 
configuration of your terminal to 
factory default!
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The web interface 
Terminal status shows 
Missing SIM.

The SIM card is not 
present.

Switch off the IP-NEO-C and 
insert the SIM card in the SIM 
slot according to the 
instructions in this manual.

The SIM card is not 
inserted properly.

Switch off the IP-NEO-C and 
remove the SIM card and re-
insert it according to the 
instructions in this manual.

The SIM card is invalid Switch off the IP-NEO-C and 
replace the SIM card with a 
valid SIM card.

The web interface 
Terminal status shows
Scanning, 
Registering or 
Channel search for 
more than a few 
minutes.

The IP NEO C cannot 
register on the satellite 
network.

Check that your SIM card is 
valid for communication on the 
satellite network.
Remove and reinsert the SIM 
card.
Check your subscription with 
the Airtime Provider.
Check that the signal strength is 
sufficient to register on the 
network (min. 45 dBHz)

No signal or weak 
signal from the 
satellite.

The view to the satellite is 
blocked.

Make sure the IP NEO C has a 
clear view to the satellite. Be 
aware that window glass may 
reduce the signal level.

The antenna is pointed in 
the wrong direction.

Check that the antenna is 
pointed according to the 
position data.
Adjust the position to the 
highest possible signal 
strength.

The IP NEO C cannot 
obtain its position 
using GNSS.
The web interface 
Terminal status shows 
Acquiring position.

There is no GNSS signal, 
or the signal is weak.
If the IP NEO C has not 
been used recently within 
the same location, it can 
take up to 10 minutes to 
obtain the position.

Check the position status in the 
web interface. 
To help the IP NEO C obtain 
position fix, it should be placed 
flat on an even surface pointing 
straight upwards, with a clear 
view to as much of the sky as 
possible. 
When the IP NEO C has 
obtained position fix, you can 
point the antenna towards the 
satellite.

Problem Possible cause Remedy
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Connection to the 
Internet cannot be 
established.

The signal strength is too 
low.

Check that the antenna is 
pointed according to the 
position data.
Adjust the position to the 
highest signal strength you can 
obtain.
As a rule of thumb, you should 
have a a signal strength of 
45 dBHz or more to be able to 
make a data session.

The web interface 
cannot be accessed.

The browser is configured 
to use a proxy server.

For Chrome: select Settings > 
System > Open you 
computer's proxy settings 
and select Off at Use a proxy 
server.

You have entered a wrong 
IP address.

Check the IP address and re-
enter it. The default IP address 
is 192.168.0.1

A LAN connection 
cannot be established.

The cable is not properly 
connected.

Connect the cable.

The cable type or 
connector type is not 
correct.

The LAN cable must be 
minimum Cat. 5E or 6A with an 
RJ45 connector. For more 
details, see the section To 
connect cables in this manual.

A WLAN connection 
cannot be established.

The WLAN interface is 
disabled in the IP NEO C

Enable the interface by 
accessing the web interface 
and selecting Control panel > 
WLAN > Enable.

Your computer or 
smartphone is placed too 
far away from the IP NEO 
C.

Bring the computer closer to the 
IP NEO C. 
Note that the specified 
maximum distance is only valid 
under ideal conditions.

Problem Possible cause Remedy
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4.5.2 Status signaling

Means of signaling
The IP NEO C system provides two methods for signaling the status of the system. 
• Light indicators next to the power button.
• Messages shown in the web interface.

Light indicators (LED)
The IP NEO C has two light indicators showing status and WLAN.

Status indicator

Status

WLAN

Note Errors (red constant) and Warnings (yellow constant) override other 
indications.

Indicator pattern Meaning

Green blinking rapidly Starting up.

Green blinking slowly Power on (ready) running on internal battery.

Green constant Power on with DC input.

Yellow blinking slowly Battery charging.

Yellow blinking rapidly Closing down.

Yellow constant Warning (user recoverable).

Red constant Error. See the web interface. 

Blue blinking slowly Uploading software to the terminal.

Blue blinking rapidly Safe mode - see Restore the settings of the 
IP NEO C on page 4-3.

Off Power off.
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WLAN indicator

Alert messages and status messages
In the web interface of the IP NEO C you can see status messages and alerts that are 
currently active.
When a warning or error alert is active, the web interface shows a warning symbol . 
Select it to see a list of currently active alerts.

Indicator pattern Meaning

Green blinking rapidly Rx/Tx traffic.

Green blinking slowly In use - has WLAN registration(s).

Green constant Ready - customized configuration.

Yellow constant Ready - factory default WLAN configuration (but 
WLAN enabled).

Off WLAN disabled – or terminal power off / starting up 
/ closing down / in safe mode.
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4.5.3 List of alert messages
The following list explains some of the alert messages that may show in the web 
interface of the IP NEO C. 

    

Alert ID 
and
Severity

Displayed text Explanation Remedy

8056
Warning

SIM rejected The type of USIM card 
inserted in the terminal is not 
correct for your terminal, or
PIN code validation is 
enabled on your SIM card.

Make sure you have the 
correct type of USIM card 
for your type of terminal. 
Contact your provider.

8057
Warning

SIM missing No SIM is inserted in the 
terminal, or
the SIM is not properly 
inserted

Insert the SIM card as 
shown in To insert the SIM 
card on page 2-2.

10191
Warning

No position fix The terminal was not able to 
get a position fix from the 
positioning system (GPS, 
GLONASS, Galileo or 
BeiDou).

It may take some time to 
obtain position fix.
To help get position fix, 
place the terminal flat on a 
surface pointing straight 
upwards, with a clear view 
to the sky. When the 
terminal has position fix, 
point the antenna towards 
the satellite.
You can see position status 
in the status section in the 
web interface.
If the problem persists, 
contact your provider.

10205
Warning

Closing all 
connections due to 
high temperature

The temperature is too high. 
All data connections, 
background and streaming 
are closed.

Move the terminal to a 
cooler location if possible.

10206
Warning

Closing terminal 
due to high 
temperature

The terminal has reached a 
critically high temperature, 
and will close down by itself.

Move the terminal to a 
cooler location.

10207
Warning

Terminal 
temperature too low

Low ambient temperature is 
causing the performance of 
the terminal to be degraded 
or halted.

Move the terminal to a 
warmer location. For 
information on ambient 
temperature limits, see the 
Specifications appendix.

10208
Warning

POE disabled due to 
high temperature

The temperature in the 
terminal is too high. PoE is 
disabled to reduce the 
temperature. 

Move the terminal to a 
cooler location, or avoid 
using PoE.
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10209
Warning

Terminal 
temperature high

The temperature in the 
terminal is high. If it 
continues to go up, it may 
affect the performance of the 
terminal negatively.

If possible, move the 
terminal to a cooler location.

10300
Warning

Updating 
software...

Software update has begun. Wait for the software update 
to complete.

10301
Warning

Do not remove DC 
power from terminal 
during software 
update

Software update is ongoing 
and the battery is low. Do not 
remove external power 
supply from the terminal 
while software update is 
ongoing.

If external power supply is 
not connected, connect it as 
soon as possible and leave 
it connected until software 
update is completed.

10302
Warning

Preparing for 
software update

Initial preparations for 
software upload are started.

Wait until preparations are 
over, either the terminal is 
rebooted or an error is 
shown.

10303
Warning

Error opening 
software file

The file requested to use for 
the update procedure cannot 
be opened or found.

Make sure the update file is 
correct and the file exists. 

10304
Warning

Battery level too 
low for software 
update

The battery level is too low to 
perform software update.

Connect external power 
supply as soon as possible 
and leave it connected until 
software update is 
completed.

10305
Warning

Software downgrade 
prevented. Use a 
newer software 
version.

Not possible to perform a 
software downgrade, use a 
newer version.

Use a newer version of 
software for the update, or 
contact your provider.

10306
Warning

File does not 
support this 
product

The file used for software 
update does not support this 
terminal type.

Use the correct tiif file for 
your terminal.

10307
Warning

File is corrupt. 
Download the file 
again.

The file used for software 
update appears to be corrupt 
and the content cannot be 
validated.

Download the file again.

10308
Warning

Software update 
failed. Try running 
the update again.

Software upload failed to 
initialize, can be a sporadic 
issue.

Try running the update 
again.
If the problem persists, 
contact your provider.

Alert ID 
and
Severity

Displayed text Explanation Remedy
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10309
Warning

Software update 
failed. Update to 
the latest software 
version.

The software has been rolled 
back to the version in use 
before starting this software 
upload. The new image was 
not validated correctly.

Try running the update 
again.
If the problem persists, 
contact your provider.

1030A
Error

Software failed. 
Update to the 
latest software 
version from Safe 
Mode.

Not all subunits have been 
properly verified with the new 
image.

Attempt software update 
procedure again. If not 
successful, update from 
Safe Mode as described in 
the section Recovery 
software update.

1030C
Warning

Software update is 
already started

Another software update 
cycle is currently running.

Wait until the current 
software upload has 
finished.

1030D
Warning

Software version is 
already installed

The software image you are 
trying to install is already 
active on the terminal.

Update with a different 
software image, or skip the 
update.

1030E
Warning

Software update 
forced roll-back

Software update failed and 
the terminal forced a roll-
back to the previous version.

Check that you have the 
correct file for software 
update and try again.
If the problem persists, 
contact your provider.

11001
Error

Missing calibration 
data

Invalid calibration values 
found (battery-related).

Contact your provider for 
repair.

11002
Warning

Battery level low The battery level is low Charge the battery. See the 
section To recharge the 
battery in this manual.

11003
Warning

Temperature too low 
for charging

The temperature is lower 
than the minimum charge 
temperature.

Only charge the battery 
when the temperature is 
within the specified range. 
See the Specifications 
appendix.

11004
Warning

Temperature too 
high for charging

The temperature is higher 
than the maximum charge 
temperature.

Only charge the battery 
when the temperature is 
within the specified range. 
See the Specifications 
appendix.

18001
Warning

Failed to read IMEI IMEI number is missing. Contact you provider.

18002
Warning

Illegal ME The satellite terminal used is 
not accepted by the network.

Contact your provider.

Alert ID 
and
Severity

Displayed text Explanation Remedy
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18003
Warning

IMEI not accepted The satellite terminal used is 
not accepted by the network.

Contact your provider.

1812E
Warning

PLMN not allowed The terminal is not allowed 
to operate in the requested 
network.

Contact your provider.

1812F
Warning

Roaming not allowed It is not allowed to use the 
terminal on another 
operator’s network.

Contact your provider.

18130
Warning

IMSI unknown in HLR The SIM of the terminal 
(IMSI number) is unknown in 
Home Location Register

Contact your provider.

18131
Warning

IMSI unknown in VLR The SIM of the terminal 
(IMSI number) is unknown in 
Visitor Location Register

Contact your provider.

18134
Warning

Network detached 
mobile

The terminal was detached 
by the network

Repoint the terminal. If not 
successful, switch the 
terminal off and then on 
again (power cycle).
If the problem persists, 
contact your provider.

18135
Warning

Data service not 
allowed

The requested data service 
is not allowed.

If possible, use another data 
service.
If the problem persists, 
contact your provider.

18136
Warning

Service not allowed The requested service is not 
allowed.

If possible, use another 
service.
If the problem persists, 
contact your provider.

18137
Warning

Identity cannot be 
derived

The identity of the terminal 
cannot be derived by the 
network.

Switch the terminal off and 
then on again (power cycle).
If the problem persists, 
contact your provider.

18138
Warning

Location area not 
allowed

The terminal is not allowed 
to operate in this location 
area.

Switch the terminal off and 
then on again (power cycle).
If the problem persists, 
contact your provider.

Alert ID 
and
Severity

Displayed text Explanation Remedy
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18139
Warning

Temporary satellite 
registration 
failure

The terminal is temporarily 
unable to register with the 
satellite network.

Wait for the terminal to retry. 
If not successful, repoint the 
terminal.
If the problem persists, 
contact your provider.

1813A
Warning

General satellite 
registration 
failure

The terminal is unable to 
register with the satellite 
network.

Contact your provider

1813B
Warning

Satellite 
registration 
retries exhausted

The terminal has attempted 
to register too many times 
without success.

Repoint the terminal. If not 
successful, reboot the 
terminal.
If the problem persists, 
contact your provider.

18191
Warning

Satellite signal 
lost

The system no longer 
receives a signal from the 
satellite. 

Wait for the terminal to 
recover the signal. If not 
successful, repoint the 
terminal (Make sure the 
antenna has a clear view to 
the satellite).
If the problem persists, 
contact your provider.

18194
Warning

Old position The latest geographical 
position registered in the 
terminal is old and cannot be 
used to register on the 
satellite network.

Switch the terminal of and 
then on again (power cycle).
To help get position fix, 
place the terminal flat on a 
surface pointing straight 
upwards, with a clear view 
to the sky. When the 
terminal has position fix, 
point the antenna towards 
the satellite.
You can see position status 
in the status section in the 
web interface.
If the problem persists, 
contact your provider.

2BC00
Error

Hardware fault 
detected

A general hardware fault is 
detected.

Contact your provider for 
repair.

2BE00
Error

Missing calibration 
data

Invalid calibration values 
found (satellite connection).

Contact your provider for 
repair.

Alert ID 
and
Severity

Displayed text Explanation Remedy
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2C100
Error

Temperature sensor 
hardware fault 
detected

There is a hardware fault 
with a temperature sensor.

Switch off the terminal and 
contact your provider for 
repair.

2C600
Error

Missing calibration 
data

Invalid calibration values 
found (satellite connection).

Contact your provider for 
repair.

38402
Error

Hardware fault 
detected

A general hardware fault is 
detected.

Contact your provider for 
repair.

38403
Error

Hardware fault 
detected

A general hardware fault is 
detected.

Contact your provider for 
repair.

38404
Error

WLAN hardware fault 
detected

A hardware fault with the 
WLAN module is detected.

Contact your provider for 
repair. 
Note: You can stiill use the 
terminal without WLAN.

38409
Error

Hardware fault 
detected

A general hardware fault is 
detected.

Contact your provider for 
repair.

3840A
Error

Hardware fault 
detected

A general hardware fault is 
detected.

Contact your provider for 
repair.

38411
Error

GNSS hardware fault 
detected

There is a hardware fault 
with the GNSS module.

Contact your provider for 
repair.

Alert ID 
and
Severity

Displayed text Explanation Remedy
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4.6 Log files

4.6.1 To create a diagnostics report
The diagnostic report contains relevant information for troubleshooting. When 
contacting your supplier for support, please enclose this file. To generate a diagnostic 
report:

1. Access the web interface.
2. Select  (Control panel) at the bottom of the page.
3. Select Support.
4. From the Support page, select Diagnostics report. 
5. Select Generate report.

6. Select Download report.
7. Choose a location for the file and save it.

4.6.2 Data log
The log holds detailed information on each data session to and from the IP NEO C, 
including date and time, duration, amount of data transferred etc.
Date and time is UTC time, received from the satellite.
To see the log in the web interface, select  (Control panel) > Logs. See To use the 
logs on page 3-12.

4.6.3 Event log
The Event log shows events that occurred in the past and are no longer active. It 
includes events of informational character describing normal phases of operation for 
the terminal, and also alerts that have appeared in the Alerts list.
To view the event log in the web interface, select Event log from the Support page. 

Note It may take a few minutes to generate the report.
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Appendix A

Technical specifications A

A.1 General specifications

Item Specification

Type IP NEO C satellite terminal

Max. IP data rate, Rx/Tx1

Streaming data

1. Performance depends on a wide range of factors and actual usage.

444 kbps/400 kbps (simultaneously)
16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 384 kbps, 
symmetric or asymmetric up/down

Physical dimensions 225 x 225 x 61.5 mm
8.9 x 8.9 x 2.4 inches

Weight 2.2 kg / 4.8 lbs (incl. battery)

Operating temperature
Powered by external DC or PoE
Charging
Discharging

-20°C to +55°C/ -4°F to +131°F
0°C to +45°C/ +32°F to +113°F
-20°C to +55°C/ -4°F to +131°F

Storage temperature
Maximum
Recommended
Recommended to maintain 80% capacity2

Duration up to 1 month
Duration up to 3 months 
Duration up to 12 months 

2. Extended storage at temperatures > 40°C/+104°F could degrade battery performance and 
life. The listed recommended durations and temperature ranges will maintain at least 80% 
recoverable capacity.

-20°C to +50°C/ -4°F to +122°F
-20°C to +25°C/ -4°F to +77°F

-20°C to +50°C/ -4°F to +122°F
-20°C to +40°C/ -4°F to +104°F
-20°C to +25°C/ -4°F to +77°F

Water & Dust IP55

Supported web browsers Standard web browsers supported.
Tested with Chrome.
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Battery specifications (internal battery)

A.2 Battery specifications (internal battery)

A.3 Interfaces specifications

A.3.1 DC power input

Item Specification

Battery type Lithium Ion, rechargeable

Nominal voltage 10.8 V

Nominal capacity 6.9 Ah

Time between recharging
Stand-by > 14 hours

Charge time without 
precharging (battery is not 
completely discharged)

Charge time including 
precharging (battery 
completely discharged)

12-24V DC input: 
80% in less than 2 hours, 100% in less than 3 hours
LAN PoE in input: 
80% in less than 4 hours, 100% in less than 6 hours

12 to 24 hours

Charge temperature 0°C to 45°C/ 32°F to 113°F 
(Japan: 10°C to 45°C/ 50°F - 113°F)

Min. charge cycles Up to 80% of initial capacity after 800 cycles

Item Specification

DC input range Nominal 12 to 24 VDC, Max. range 10.8 to 33.6 VDC

Power consumption
Standby / transmit
During charging

4.5 W / 22 W (typical)
75 W (max.)

Connector type 1 x PWR connector, 13/16"-28UNS thread., IP68 when 
mated.

Pin-out Pin Function
1 DC+
2 DC-
3 Not connected
4 Not connected
5 Not connected
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Interfaces specifications

A.3.2 LAN and PoE in/out

A.3.3 WLAN access point

Item Specification

Number of connectors 2

Connector type RJ-45 connectors, 13/16"-28UNS thread, IP68 when 
mated.

Standard IEEE 802.3

Max. data rate 1000 Mbps

Max. cable length 100 m

PoE:
LAN PoE in interface 
(PoE input)
LAN PoE out interface 
(PoE output)

PoE++ (PD) Type 3 class 6
Minimum 50 VDC 600 mA/ pair (in total 60 W)
PoE (PSE) Type 1 class 2

Item Specification

Standard IEEE 802.11

Antenna Built-in

Frequencies
Country selection 
dependent

2.412 - 2.472 MHz (EU)
2.412 - 2.462 MHz (US)
5.180 - 5.240 MHz
5.260 - 5.320 MHz
5.500 - 5.700 MHz
5.600 - 5.650 MHz (special DFS requirements)
5.735 - 5.825 MHz

Bandwidth Max. 20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz

Modes IEEE 802.11b/g/a/n/ac
HT20/HT40/HT80

DFS frequencies Operation as slave device supported
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Built-in satellite antenna

A.4 Built-in satellite antenna
Item Specification

Type Directional patch array, manually adjustable

Polarization LHCP, Left-hand circular polarization for both tx and rx

Frequencies
Transmit
Receive

1626.5-1660.5 MHz.
1525.0 MHz - 1559.0 MHz.

EIRP 13.5 dBW (nominal).

GNSS GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and Beidou.
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A.5 Outline drawing
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Appendix B

Command reference B

This appendix lists the function, syntax and parameters for commands used with the IP 
NEO C. You can send commands to the IP NEO C via AT shell. See To access the 
terminal using AT commands on page 2-14.

This appendix has the following sections:
• Overview of AT commands
• AT commands 

• Syntax conventions
• Identification related AT commands
• Context management AT commands

• Configuration examples

Note The use of AT shell must be enabled in the terminal. You can do this in the web 
interface, see To set up AT shell on page 3-26.
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Overview of AT commands

B.1 Overview of AT commands

B.2 AT commands
The following most used AT commands are explained in this manual. Other AT 
commands not mentioned here may still be supported. 
• Identification related AT commands
• Context management AT commands

B.2.1 Syntax conventions
Syntax definitions use the following conventions:
• <parm> indicates that a parameter (without < and >) can be filled in by the user.
• { <opt1> | <opt2> | … } indicates that one of various options must be chosen by the 

user.
• [<options>] indicates that <options> may or may not be included in the command.
• Keywords and parameters are separated by commas. 

Note: If parameters in the middle are left out, the commas must still be there as 
placeholders, e.g. <parm1>,,,<parm4> - In this case parm 2 and parm 3 are left 
out, but <parm4> is used. If the last parameters are left out, the commas are not 
needed, e.g. <parm1>,<parm2>

• String type parameters must be enclosed in quotes (“”)

Function Command

Request manufacturer identification of the satellite terminal. 
(Use any one of the two commands).

+GMI
+CGMI

Request model identification of the satellite terminal. 
(Use any one of the two commands).

+GMM
+CGMM

Request Revision Identification of the satellite terminal. 
(Use any one of the two commands).

+GMR
+CGMR

Request Product Serial Number Identification (IMEI) of the 
satellite terminal. 

+CGSN

Request International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) of the 
satellite terminal.

+CIMI

Define PDP Context +CGDCONT

Request the state of PS (attached or detached) +CGATT?

PDP context activate or deactivate +CGACT

Show PDP address +CGPADDR

3G Quality of Service Profile (requested) +CGEQREQ
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AT commands

B.2.2 Identification related AT commands
The identification related AT commands are “read” commands. They are written without 
parameters.

Possible responses for the identification related AT commands
The following tables summarize the possible responses to some of the most used AT 
commands for identification. 

Response parameters for identification related AT commands
The table below summarizes the available parameters for the AT commands for 
identification.

Command Possible responses

+CGMI <manufacturer>
ERROR

+CGMM <model>
ERROR

+CGMR <revision>
ERROR

+CGSN <sn>
ERROR

+CIMI <IMSI>
ERROR

+GMI <manufacturer>

+GMM <model>

+GMR <revision>

Parameter Meaning

<IMSI> The IMSI number of the satellite terminal 

<manufacturer> The name of the manufacturer of the satellite terminal

<model> The model of the satellite terminal

<revision> The revision of the satellite terminal

<sn> The IMEI number of the satellite terminal
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AT commands

B.2.3 Context management AT commands
The table below summarizes some of the most used AT commands for context 
management. Parameters are explained in Parameters for context management AT 
commands on page B-5. For details, refer to the 3GPP standard TS 27.007. 

Possible responses for context management AT commands
The possible responses for the context management AT commands are listed in the 
following table:

Command Parameters

+CGACT [<state>[,<cid>[,<cid>[,...]]]]

+CGATT? No parameters (this is a “read” command)

+CGDCONT <cid>[,<PDP_type>[,<APN>[,<PDP_addr>[,<d_comp>[,<h_comp>[,<pd
1>[,[,<pdN>]]]]]]]]

+CGEQREQ <cid>[,<Traffic 
class>[,<UL_MBR>[,<DL_MBR>[,<UL_GBR>[,<DL_GBR>[,<Delivery 
order>[,<Maximum SDU size>[,<SDU error ratio>[,<Residual bit error 
ratio>[,<Delivery of erroneous SDUs>[,<Transfer delay>[,<Traffic 
handling priority>]]]]]]]]]]]]

+CGPADDR [=<cid>[,<cid>[,...]]]

Command Possible response(s)

+CGACT OK
ERROR

+CGATT? +CGATT: <state>

+CGDCONT OK
ERROR

+CGEQREQ OK
ERROR

+CGPADDR +CGPADDR: <cid>,<PDP_addr>
[<CR><LF>+CGPADDR: <cid>,<PDP_addr>
[...]]
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AT commands

Parameters for context management AT commands
The table below states the main parameters for the AT commands for context 
management. For details, refer to the 3GPP standard TS 27.007 and ITU-T V.250.

Parameter Values Meaning

<APN> <APN> Access Point Name. A string parameter which is a logical name that is 
used to select the GGSN or the external packet data network.
If the value is null or omitted, then the subscription value will be 
requested.

<cid> <cid>
(1-11)

The Context Identifier for the PDP context.
A numeric parameter identifying the specific PDP context - maximum 
11 PDP contexts may be defined.

<d_comp>
0

A numeric parameter that controls PDP data compression:
   Off (default if value is omitted)

<Delivery of 
erroneous 
SDUs> 0

1
2
3

Indicates whether SDUs detected as erroneous shall be delivered or 
not.
No
Yes
No detect
Subscribed value

<Delivery order>

0
1
2

Indicates whether the UMTS bearer shall provide in-sequence SDU 
delivery or not.
No
Yes
Subscribed value

<DL_GBR> <DLGBR> The guaranteed bit rate down link.
The value is in kbit/s. This parameter is omitted for a non-GBR QCI.

<DL_MBR> <DL_MBR> The maximum bit rate down link.
The value is in kbit/s. This parameter is omitted for a non-GBR QCI.

<h_comp>
0
1

 A numeric parameter that controls PDP header compression
   Off (default if value is omitted)
   On
NOTE:   At present only one data compression algorithm (V.42bis) is 
provided in SNDCP. If and when other algorithms become available, a 
command will be provided to select one or more of these.

<Maximum SDU 
size>

Integer type; 
(1,2,3,…) 

Indicates the maximum allowed SDU size in octets. If the parameter is 
set to '0' the subscribed value will be requested.
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AT commands

<pd1>, <pdN> <pd1>
<pd2>
....
<pdN>

Zero to N string parameters whose meanings are specific to the 
<PDP_type> For PDP type OSP:IHOSS the following parameters are 
defined:
 <pd1> = <host>
The fully formed domain name extended hostname of the Internet 
host.
<pd2> = <port >
The TCP or UDP port on the Internet host.
<pd3> = <protocol>
The protocol to be used over IP on the Internet - "TCP" or "UDP.

<PDP_addr> <PDP_address
>

A string parameter that identifies the MT in the address space 
applicable to the PDP context. If the value is null or omitted, then a 
value may be provided by the TE during the PDP startup procedure 
or, failing that, a dynamic address will be requested.
The allocated address may be read using the +CGPADDR command.

<PDP_type> IP
IPV6
PPP

Internet Protocol (IETF STD 5)
Internet Protocol, version 6 (IETF RFC 2460)
Point to Point Protocol (IETF STD 51)

<Residual bit 
error ratio>

(String type) Indicates the target value for the undetected bit error ratio in the 
delivered SDUs. If no error detection is requested, Residual bit error 
ratio indicates the bit error ratio in the delivered SDUs. The value is 
specified as "mEe". As an example a target residual bit error ratio of 
5x10-3 would be specified as "5E3" (AT+CGEQREQ=…,"5E3",…). 
"0E0" means subscribed value. 

<SDU error 
ratio>

(String type) Indicates the target value for the fraction of SDUs lost or detected as 
erroneous. SDU error ratio is defined only for conforming traffic. The 
value is specified as 'mEe'. As an example a target SDU error ratio of 
5x10-3 would be specified as "5E3" (AT+CGEQREQ=…,"5E3",…). 
"0E0" means subscribed value.

<state> 0
1

Deactivate or Detached
Activate or Attached

<Traffic class> 1
3

Streaming
Standard data (Background).

<Traffic handling 
priority>

Integer type; 
(1,2,3,…) 

Specifies the relative importance for handling of all SDUs belonging to 
the UMTS bearer compared to the SDUs of other bearers. 
If the parameter is set to '0' the subscribed value will be requested 

<Transfer delay> 0
500
4000

0 ms, error correction is determined by the network
500 ms, error correction is disabled
4000 ms, error correction is applied

<UL_GBR> <UL_GBR> The guaranteed bit rate up link.
The value is in kbit/s. This parameter is omitted for a non-GBR QCI.

<UL_MBR> <UL_MBR> The maximum bit rate up link.
The value is in kbit/s. This parameter is omitted for a non-GBR QCI.

Parameter Values Meaning
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Configuration examples

B.3 Configuration examples
For general syntax, see Syntax conventions on page B-2.
For parameters, see Parameters for context management AT commands on page B-5.

B.3.1 To create a primary PDP context
Relevant command: at+cgdcont

1. To create a primary PDP context, send the command:
at+cgdcont=[<cid>[,<PDP_type>[,<APN>[,<PDP_addr>[,<d_comp>[,<
h_comp>[,<pd1>[,[,<pdN>]]]]]]]]]

Example: at+cgdcont=1,”IP”,”AccessPointName” 

In this example the command specifies:
• 1: The CID of this primary PDP context.
• IP: The PDP type of this PDP context. IP means Internet Protocol (IETF STD 5).
• AccessPointName: The APN (Access Point Name) for the data connection.
If the command was successful, the terminal returns with the response:
OK

2. To get the parameters set up for primary PDP context, send the command:
at+cgdcont?
The response for the example above will be:
+CGDCONT: 1, "IP", "AccessPointName", 0.0.0.0, 0, 0, "", ""
OK

B.3.2 To activate a PDP context
Relevant command: at+cgact

1. To activate a PDP context, send the command:
at+cgact=[<state>[,<cid>[,<cid>[,...]]]]

Example: at+cgact=1,1

In this example, the parameters specify:
• 1: Set the state of the PDP context to Activated.
• 1: The CID of the PDP context that is going to be activated.
If the command was successful, the terminal returns with the response:
OK

B.3.3 To query the state of all PDP contexts
Relevant command: at+cgact?

1. To query the state (activated or deactivated) of all PDP contexts, send the 
command:
at+cgact?
The response could be:
+CGACT: 1, 1
+CGACT: 2, 0
+CGACT: 4, 0
OK
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Configuration examples

In these responses, the first parameter specifies the CID of the PDP context and 
the second parameter specifies whether it is activated (1) or deactivated (0).

B.3.4 To query the IP address of an activated PDP context
Relevant command: at+cgpaddr

1. To query the IP address of an activated PDP context, send the command:
at+cgpaddr
The response could be:
+CGPADDR: 1, 10.186.2.198
OK
The first parameter is the CID of the PDP context, the second is the IP address of 
the terminal in the address space applicable to the PDP context.

B.3.5 To query the state of the Packet Domain service (Attached or 
Detached)

Relevant command: at+cgatt?

1. To read the state of the Packet Domain service, send the command:
at+cgatt?

Example: at+cgatt? 

Response: +cgatt: 1
In this example, the parameter 1 means the terminal is attached to the Packet 
Domain service.
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Appendix C

Conformity C

Certificates of approval will be available in partnerportal.cobhamsatcom.com, or from 
your supplier.

C.1 CE
The IP NEO C is CE certified as stated in the “EU Declaration of Conformity”, which will 
be inserted in the next page when ready.
The WLAN interface is CE certified through the manufacturer of the WLAN card.
Use of WLAN:
The WLAN interface requires that the user enters the current country of operation. See 
WLAN interface setup on page 3-14.

https://partnerportal.cobhamsatcom.com
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CE

EU Declaration of Conformity to be inserted here
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RCM, Australia

C.2 RCM, Australia
The IP NEO C is RCM certified as stated in the “Certificate/Declaration of Conformance 
RCM”, which will be inserted below when ready.

Certificate/Declaration of Conformance RCM to be 
inserted here
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FCC

C.3 FCC
FCC e-label:
Model: 8020A
Thuraya IP NEO C Terminal
P/N: 408020A-THU
FCC ID: ROJ-8020A
Contains FCC ID: TLZ-CM276NF
Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B 
digital device, pursuant to part 15C and part 15E of the FCC Rules. These limits are 
designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential 
installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy 
and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful 
interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference 
will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful 
interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the 
equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or 
more of the following measures:
• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna
• Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver
• Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the 

receiver is connected
• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help

NOTICE:
This device complies with Part 15C and part 15E of the FCC Rules.
Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and 
(2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may 
cause undesired operation.
NOTICE:
Changes or modifications made to this equipment not expressly approved by Cobham 
Satcom may void the FCC authorization to operate this equipment.
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UL

C.4 UL
The IP NEO C is UL certified as stated in the “Certificate of Conformance UL”, which 
will be inserted below when ready.

Certificate of Conformance UL to be inserted here
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Glossary
Glossary 1

A
APN Access Point Name. The Access Point Name is used by the terminal operator to 

establish the connection to the required destination network. 

AT AT Commands or ‘ATtention’ Commands is the basis of communication between any 
cellular or RF modem and its host controller. 

C
cid Context Identifier 

D
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol. A protocol for assigning dynamic IP addresses 

to devices on a network. With dynamic addressing, a device can have a different IP 
address every time it connects to the network. 

F
FCC Federal Communications Commission. An independent agency of the United States 

government, created by Congressional statute to regulate interstate communications 
by radio, television, wire, satellite, and cable in all 50 states, the District of Columbia 
and U.S. territories. 

G
GGSN Gateway GPRS Support Node. The GGSN converts the incoming data traffic coming 

from the mobile users through the Service gateway GPRS support node (SGSN) and 
forwards it to the relevant network, and vice versa. The GGSN and the SGSN together 
form the GPRS support nodes (GSN) 

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System. A navigation satellite system using the GPS, 
GLONASS, Galileo or Beidou system. 

H
HLR Home Location Register. The HLR contains information regarding users who are 

registered as subscribers in the area, whereas the VLR contains information regarding 
users who are registered as subscribers somewhere else but are roaming in the area. 

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol. HTTP is the underlying protocol used by the World Wide 
Web. This protocol defines how messages are formatted and transmitted, and what 
actions Web servers and browsers should take in response to various commands. 

HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) is an extension of the Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP). It is used for secure communication over a computer 
network, and is widely used on the Internet. 

I
ICCID Integrated Circuit Card Identification (SIM card number) 

IMEI International Mobile Equipment Identity. A unique number identifying your terminal. 

IMSI International Mobile Subscriber Identity. A number used to identify the user of a 
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cellular network. It is a unique identification associated with all cellular networks. 

IP Ingress Protection. An international classification system for the sealing effectiveness 
of enclosures of electrical equipment against the intrusion into the equipment of 
foreign bodies (i.e. tools, dust, fingers) and moisture. 

IP Internet Protocol 

ISP Internet Service Provider 

L
LAN Local Area Network. A computer network covering a small physical area, like a home, 

office, school or airport. 

LED Light Emitting Diode 

M
ME Mobile Equipment. In this case, your satellite terminal 

N
NAT Network Address Translation. An Internet standard that enables a local-area network 

to use one set of IP addresses for internal traffic and a second set of addresses for 
external traffic. A NAT module makes all necessary address translations. 

O
OSP:IHOSS Octet Stream Protocol for Internet Hosted Octet Stream Service 

P
PDP Packet Data Protocol. A network protocol used by external packet data networks that 

communicate with a GPRS network. 

PLMN Public Land Mobile Network. A term used to describe all mobile wireless networks that 
use earth-based stations rather than satellites. 

PoE Power over Ethernet 

PPPoE Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet 

Q
QCI Quality of service Class (see 3GPP TS 23.203 and 3GPP TS 24.301) 

R
REST Representational State Transfer. REST API is an application programming interface 

(API) that conforms to the constraints of REST architectural style and allows for 
interaction with RESTful web services. 

S
SDU Service Data Unit 

SIM Subscriber Identity Module. The SIM provides secure storing of the key identifying a 
mobile phone service subscriber but also subscription information, preferences and 
storage of text messages. 

SNDCP Sub Network Dependent Convergence Protocol, is part of layer 3 of a GPRS protocol 
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specification. SNDCP interfaces to the Internet Protocol at the top, and to the GPRS-
specific Logical Link Control (LLC) protocol at the bottom. 

SSH Secure Shell. A network protocol that provides a secure way for two computers to 
connect remotely. SSH employs encryption to ensure that hackers cannot interpret 
the traffic between two connected devices. 

SSID Service Set IDentifier. WLAN network name, used to identify the network for users 
connecting to it. 

SSL Secure Sockets Layer. The standard technology for keeping an Internet connection 
secure and safeguarding any sensitive data that is being sent between two systems. 

T
TCP Transmission Control Protocol. One of the core protocols of the Internet protocol suite. 

TCP provides reliable, in-order delivery of a stream of bytes, making it suitable for 
applications like file transfer and e-mail. 

TLS Transport Layer Security. An updated, more secure, version of SSL. 

U
UDP User Datagram Protocol. Part of the TCP/IP suite of protocols used for data 

transferring. UDP doesn’t acknowledge that the packets being sent have been 
received. For this reason, the UDP protocol is typically used for streaming media. 
While you might see skips in video or hear some fuzz in audio clips, UDP transmission 
prevents the playback from stopping completely. 

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 

UTC Coordinated Universal Time. The International Atomic Time (TAI) with leap seconds 
added at irregular intervals to compensate for the Earth’s slowing rotation. Leap 
seconds are used to allow UTC to closely track UT1, which is mean solar time at the 
Royal Observatory, Greenwich. 

V
VDC Volt DC (Direct Current) 

VLR Visitor Location Register. See HLR 

VPN Virtual Private Network. A network that is constructed by using public wires to connect 
nodes. You can create networks using the Internet for transporting data, using security 
mechanisms so that only authorized users can access the network. 

W
WLAN Wireless LAN 
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Index
Index 1

A
Access levels for web interface  ..................3-2
access using AT commands  ....................2-14
admin password

change  .................................................3-24
log in  ....................................................3-23
log out  ..................................................3-24

advanced settings  ....................................3-23
alerts

view in web interface  ................. 2-14, 3-16
antenna

short description  ....................................1-4
APN

set up for satellite  ..................................3-9
AT commands

access with IP  .....................................2-14
enable AT shell  ....................................3-26
set up  ...................................................3-26

audio assisted pointing  ...............................2-9
automatic activation  ...................................3-9

B
battery

capacity display accuracy  ......................4-4
charge  ...................................................4-4
short description  ....................................1-4
specifications  ........................................ A-2

bridge mode  .............................................3-20

C
CE compliance  .......................................... C-1
charge

IP NEO C battery  ...................................4-4
configuration

LAN  .....................................................3-14
PoE (out) enable  .................................3-14
WLAN  ..................................................3-14

conformity  .................................................. C-1
connectors

DC input  ............................................... A-2
overview  ................................................1-3

Control panel in web interface  ..................3-11

D
data

log  ....................................................... 3-12
Standard, definition  ............................. 2-11
Streaming definition  ............................ 2-11
total usage  .......................................... 3-12

data connections
start and stop in web interface  .............. 3-7

DC input  ..................................................... 2-4
connector  ..............................................A-2

default IP address  ...............................2-7, 3-2
delivery contents  ........................................ 2-1
diagnostics report

create  .........................................3-16, 4-17
disposal  ..................................................... 4-5

E
Event log  .................................................. 3-16

F
factory settings

restore  ................................................. 3-24
FCC compliance  ........................................C-1
fixed installation  ......................................... 2-3
fixed position for terminal  ........................... 2-3
forward port  ............................................. 3-22
frequencies

satellite  ..................................................A-4

G
GNSS

select system  ...................................... 3-21
troubleshooting  ..................................... 4-7

H
HTTP, redirect to HTTPS  ........................ 3-25

I
IC compliance  ............................................C-1
included items  ............................................ 2-1
indicator

Status  .................................................... 4-9
WLAN  ................................................. 4-10

initial inspection  ......................................... 2-1
insert SIM card  .......................................... 2-2
Internet connection mode

setting  ................................................. 3-20
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IP address
for web interface  ............................ 2-7, 3-2
local, setting up  ...................................3-20

items included  ............................................2-1

L
LAN

configure  ..............................................3-14
language

change in web interface  ......................3-21
LEDs  ..........................................................4-9

Status  ....................................................4-9
WLAN  ..................................................4-10

light indicators  ............................................4-9
log

of data connections  .............................3-12
of events  ..............................................3-16

log in as administrator  ..............................3-23
log out as administrator  ............................3-24

M
menu tree for web interface  .......................3-5

N
navigation in web interface  .........................3-4

O
Overview of the terminal  ............................1-3

P
password

for AT shell  ..........................................3-26
for web interface  ..................................3-23

access rights  3-2
change  3-24
log in  3-23
log out  3-24

PoE (in)  ......................................................2-4
PoE (out) enable  ......................................3-14
point the antenna again  ..............................2-9
pointing

audio assisted  .......................................2-9
restarting  ...............................................2-9

port forwarding  .........................................3-22
position

troubleshooting  ......................................4-7
Power connector  ....................................... A-2
Power over Ethernet input  ..........................2-4
power supply

DC input  ................................................2-4
PoE (in)  .................................................2-4

R
recovery

software  ................................................ 4-2
remove SIM card  ....................................... 2-2
repoint the antenna  .................................... 2-9
report

diagnostics  .................................3-16, 4-17
REST API

doc. number  ............................................-iv
short description  ................................... 1-4

restore factory settings  ............................ 3-24
router mode  ............................................. 3-20

S
safety summary  ............................................-ii
satellite

frequencies  ...........................................A-4
settings

in web interface  ................................... 3-11
restore  ................................................. 3-24

SIM card
insert  ..................................................... 2-2
remove  .................................................. 2-2
short description  ................................... 1-4

software
recovery  ................................................ 4-2
update with web interface  ............3-17, 4-2

sound during pointing  ................................ 2-9
SSID

change  ................................................ 3-15
default name  ......................................... 4-3

Standard data
definition  ............................................. 2-11

Status
view in web interface  .......................... 3-10

Status indicator  .......................................... 4-9
Streaming data
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T
terminal overview  ....................................... 1-3
total usage  ............................................... 3-12
troubleshooting  .......................................... 4-6
typography used in this manual  ...................-iv

U
update software  ................................3-17, 4-2
usage

data  ..................................................... 3-12
user password

change  ................................................ 3-24
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IP NEO C REST API (1.0.5)

Download OpenAPI specification:Download



This is the REST API documentation for the Thuraya IP NEO C terminal


License:



This document and any other appended documents and drawings are of copyright© to Thrane & Thrane A/S
trading as Cobham Satcom. It contains proprietary information which is disclosed for information purposes only.
The contents of this document shall not in whole or in part be used for any other purpose;
be disclosed to any member of the recipient's organization not having a need to know such information
or to any third party, individual, organization or Government; be stored in any retrieval system or
be produced or transmitted in any form by photocopying or any optical, mechanical or other means
without prior permission of Thrane & Thrane A/S trading as Cobham Satcom.



Copyright:



© 2024 Thrane & Thrane A/S. All rights reserved.



API description:



The REST API provides means to configure and obtain the state of the terminal.
In order to use the REST API, you need an access JWT (JSON Web Token).
Get the access JWT by sending a login request as shown under Request user login.
Upon successful authentication you get the access JWT and a refresh JWT.
The access JWT will eventually expire, the refresh JWT allows you to obtain a new access
and refresh JWT without performing a new login. In case the refresh JWT is expired you have to
send a login request again.



The terminal also offers a notification service provided by the MQTT broker.
This service will publish data due to various state changes, the data in the notification is identical to
the data obtained by the equivalent GET request.






AT shell




Change the AT-shell configuration. 

Change the AT-shell configuration.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Request Body schema: application/json


		enabled		boolean
 Enable/disable AT-shell functionality.







		password		string  [ 4 .. 50 ] characters 
 Password for the predefined AT-shell user.









Responses

204 OK



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





put/at_shell/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/at_shell/config




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"enabled": true,


		"password": "very_secret_ssh_password"




}







 Response samples 

		400



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Missing content",


		"properties": [ ]




}










Get the AT-shell configuration. 

Get the AT-shell configuration.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/at_shell/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/at_shell/config




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"enabled": true




}










Battery




Get battery status. 

Get current battery status.

MQTT: Get battery status changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/battery/status.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/battery/status
http://192.168.0.1/api/battery/status




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"state": "Charging",


		"charge_level": 87,


		"remaining_charge_time": 73,


		"remaining_battery_time": 112,


		"temperature": 24




}










GNSS




Get GNSS configuration. 

Get GNSS configuration properties.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/gnss/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/gnss/config




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"gnss_system": "GPS",


		"agps_enabled": true




}










Change GNSS configuration. 

Change GNSS configuration properties.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Request Body schema: application/json


		gnss_system		string
 Enum: "GPS" "GPS+GLONASS" "Galileo" "GPS+Galileo" "Galileo+GLONASS" "GPS+Galileo+GLONASS" "BeiDou" "GPS+BeiDou" "GLONASS+BeiDou" "Galileo+BeiDou" "GPS+Galileo+BeiDou" 
 The selected GNSS constellation(s). Enum itself lists available valid constellations.







		agps_enabled		boolean
 Enable/disable aGPS functionality.









Responses

204 OK



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



406 Not Acceptable





put/gnss/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/gnss/config




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"gnss_system": "GPS",


		"agps_enabled": true




}







 Response samples 

		400



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Invalid property",


		"properties": [		"gnss_system"




]




}










Get GNSS status. 

Get current GNSS fix status and last known GNSS position.


MQTT: Get GNSS status changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/gnss/status.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



404 Not Found





get/gnss/status
http://192.168.0.1/api/gnss/status




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"fix_type": "3D fix",


		"gnss_system": "GPS",


		"number_of_satellites": 4,


		"time": "2022-06-16T11:06:06Z",


		"latitude": "N 57 12.7961",


		"longitude": "E 9 41.1900",


		"altitude": 3,


		"speed": 4.1,


		"cog": 12.3,


		"hdop": 3.12




}










LAN




Get LAN configuration 

Get current LAN configuration.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/lan/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/lan/config




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"ipv4": {		"connection_mode": "Router",


		"ip_address": "192.168.0.1",


		"subnet_mask": "255.255.255.0",


		"bridge": {		"ip_algorithm": "Plus one"




},


		"router": {		"dhcp_server": {		"enabled": true,


		"ip_range_start": "192.168.0.10",


		"ip_range_end": "192.168.0.40"




}




}




},


		"interfaces": {		"lan_enabled": true,


		"poe_enabled": true




}




}










Change LAN configuration 

Change the LAN configuration or part of configuration.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Request Body schema: application/json


		ipv4		object
 




		interfaces		object
 






Responses

204 OK



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





put/lan/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/lan/config




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"ipv4": {		"connection_mode": "Router",


		"ip_address": "192.168.0.1",


		"subnet_mask": "255.255.255.0",


		"bridge": {		"ip_algorithm": "Plus one"




},


		"router": {		"dhcp_server": {		"enabled": true,


		"ip_range_start": "192.168.0.10",


		"ip_range_end": "192.168.0.40"




}




}




},


		"interfaces": {		"lan_enabled": true,


		"poe_enabled": true




}




}







 Response samples 

		400



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Invalid property",


		"properties": [		"ipv4.ip_address"




]




}










LAN/WAN Port forwarding




Get defined port forwarding rules 

Get all defined port forwarding rules.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/lan/forwarding/rules
http://192.168.0.1/api/lan/forwarding/rules




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"rules": [		{		"rule_id": 1,


		"enabled": true,


		"incoming_port_range": {		"start": 8080,


		"end": 8088




},


		"destination_port_range": {		"start": 80,


		"end": 88




},


		"destination_IP": "192.168.0.13"




}




]




}










Create port forwarding rule 

Create port forwarding rule. The ID of the newly created rule is returned in response.
This ID can be used later to access a rule in order to modify or delete it.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Request Body schema: application/json


		enabled		boolean
 Enable/disable port forwarding rule.







		incoming_port_range		object
 




		destination_port_range		object
 




		destination_IP		string <ipv4> 
 Destination IPv4 address of a forwarding rule.









Responses

200 OK



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



409 Conflict





post/lan/forwarding/rules
http://192.168.0.1/api/lan/forwarding/rules




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"enabled": true,


		"incoming_port_range": {		"start": 8080,


		"end": 8088




},


		"destination_port_range": {		"start": 80,


		"end": 88




},


		"destination_IP": "192.168.0.13"




}







 Response samples 

		200

		400

		409



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"rule_id": 1




}












Change port forwarding rule 

Change a port forwarding rule.
The rule is indicated by rule ID.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

path Parameters

		rule_idrequired
		integer (RuleId)   [ 1 .. 20 ] 
 







Request Body schema: application/json


		enabled		boolean
 Enable/disable port forwarding rule.







		incoming_port_range		object
 




		destination_port_range		object
 




		destination_IP		string <ipv4> 
 Destination IPv4 address of a forwarding rule.









Responses

204 OK



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



404 Not found





put/lan/forwarding/rules/{rule_id}
http://192.168.0.1/api/lan/forwarding/rules/{rule_id}




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"enabled": true,


		"incoming_port_range": {		"start": 8080,


		"end": 8088




},


		"destination_port_range": {		"start": 80,


		"end": 88




},


		"destination_IP": "192.168.0.13"




}







 Response samples 

		400



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Invalid property",


		"properties": [		"incoming_port_range",


		"destination_IP"




]




}










Remove port forwarding rule 

Remove a port forwarding rule.
The rule is indicated by rule ID.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

path Parameters

		rule_idrequired
		integer (RuleId)   [ 1 .. 20 ] 
 







Responses

204 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



404 Not found





delete/lan/forwarding/rules/{rule_id}
http://192.168.0.1/api/lan/forwarding/rules/{rule_id}







Satellite network




Get satellite network status 

Get the current satellite connection status. 


MQTT: Get satellite network status changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/satellite/status.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/satellite/status
http://192.168.0.1/api/satellite/status




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"system": "Thuraya G2",


		"satellite": "T4",


		"signal": {		"spot_beam": "None",


		"level": 3,


		"cno": 61.4




},


		"registered": true,


		"antenna": {		"type": "Automatic tracking",


		"state": "Tracking",


		"mounting_calibration": "Completed",


		"magnetometer_calibration": "Calibrating"




}




}










Get satellite network configuration 

Get the current satellite network configuration.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/satellite/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/satellite/config




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"system": "Thuraya G2"




}










Change satellite network configuration 

Change the satellite network configuration.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Request Body schema: application/json


		system		string
 Enum: "Thuraya G1" "Thuraya G2" 
 Changing the satellite system will make the terminal reboot.
 Satellite systems:


		'Thuraya G1'    - Thuraya first generation satellite system

		'Thuraya G2'    - Thuraya second generation satellite system











Responses

204 OK



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



409 Conflict





put/satellite/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/satellite/config




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"system": "Thuraya G2"




}







 Response samples 

		400

		409



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Missing content",


		"properties": [ ]




}











Satellite pointing




Get the antenna pointing status 

Get the antenna pointing status.

MQTT: Get satellite pointing status changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/satellite/pointing/status.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/satellite/pointing/status
http://192.168.0.1/api/satellite/pointing/status




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"state": "Pointing mode",


		"signal": {		"cno": 61.4,


		"percentage": 88




}




}










Get the antenna pointing configuration 

Get the antenna pointing configuration.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/satellite/pointing/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/satellite/pointing/config




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"startup": "Pointing needed",


		"audio": {		"enabled": true,


		"volume": 100




}




}










Change the antenna pointing configuration. 

Change the antenna pointing configuration.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Request Body schema: application/json


		startup		string
 Enum: "Pointing needed" "Assume pointed" 
 The startup behavior:


		'Pointing needed'  - Automatically activate pointing mode when starting up

		'Assume pointed'   - Assume antenna is already pointed and bypass pointing mode when starting up









		audio		object
 






Responses

204 OK



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





put/satellite/pointing/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/satellite/pointing/config




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"startup": "Pointing needed",


		"audio": {		"enabled": true,


		"volume": 100




}




}







 Response samples 

		400



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Invalid property",


		"properties": [		"audio.volume"




]




}










Request antenna pointing action. 

Request antenna pointing action.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Request Body schema: application/json


		action		string
 Enum: "Start" "Accept" "Cancel" 
 The requested pointing action:


		'Start'         - Start pointing mode. Only allowed when current pointing state is 'Cancelled' or 'Pointed'

		'Accept'        - Accept current pointing. Only allowed when current pointing state is 'Pointing mode' or 'Cancelled'

		'Cancel'        - Cancel pointing mode. Only allowed when current pointing state is 'Pointing mode'











Responses

204 OK



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



409 Conflict





put/satellite/pointing/action
http://192.168.0.1/api/satellite/pointing/action




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"action": "Start"




}







 Response samples 

		400

		409



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Missing content",


		"properties": [ ]




}











SIM




Get SIM status 

Get SIM status.


MQTT: Get SIM card status changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/sim/card.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/sim/card
http://192.168.0.1/api/sim/card




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"type": "uSIM",


		"state": "Ready",


		"imsi": "123451234512345",


		"iccid": "12345678901234567890",


		"query_pin": true




}










Software




Get current software version 

Get current software version.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK





get/sw/version
http://192.168.0.1/api/sw/version




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"version": "1.00",


		"id": "Release 1.00 Build 5",


		"type": "Release"




}










Initiate software update 

Initiate software update. Only allowed when update state is "not updating".




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Request Body schema: multipart/form-data


 One of objectobject

		filerequired
		string <binary> 
 




		url		string
 







Responses

204 OK



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



409 Conflict





post/sw/update/initiate
http://192.168.0.1/api/sw/update/initiate




 Response samples 

		400

		409



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Invalid property",


		"properties": [		"file",


		"url"




]




}











Get software update status 

Get software update status.


MQTT: Get software update status changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/sw/update/status.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/sw/update/status
http://192.168.0.1/api/sw/update/status




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"state": "Installing",


		"progress": 95,


		"result": "No result",


		"new_version": {		"version": "1.01",


		"id": "Release 1.01 Build 2"




}




}










Clear software update result 

Clear software update result to indicate that it has been handled.
Only allowed when update state is "not updating". The software update
result will be reset to 'No result'. An existing software update result
will automatically be cleared when a new software update is initiated.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

204 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



409 Conflict





put/sw/update/clear
http://192.168.0.1/api/sw/update/clear




 Response samples 

		409



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "It is not possible to perform action while update is ongoing",


		"properties": [ ]




}










System




Get device status 

Get the current general device status.


MQTT: Get device status changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/system/status.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/system/status
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/status




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"state": "Ready",


		"warning_count": 0,


		"error_count": 0




}










Get device info 

Get device identification and versions




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/system/info
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/info




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"id": "8020A-1234567890",


		"model": "8020A",


		"serial_number": "1234567890",


		"imei": "123456789012345",


		"software": {		"version": "1.00",


		"id": "Release 1.00 Build 5",


		"type": "Release"




},


		"api": {		"version": "1.0.4"




}




}










Request device reboot 

Request the device reboot. It will be rebooted shortly after the request is received.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

201 Accepted



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





post/system/reboot
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/reboot







Request device factory reset 

Request the device reset. It will be rebooted shortly after the request is received
and all configuration will be restored to factory default values.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

201 Accepted



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





post/system/factory/reset
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/factory/reset







Get active system alerts 

Get a list of all active system alerts


MQTT: Get active system alert changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/system/alerts.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/system/alerts
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/alerts




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"alerts": [		{		"id": 5120,


		"state": "On",


		"severity": "Warning",


		"text": "Satellite signal lost",


		"extra_info": "",


		"time": "2022-06-16T11:06:06Z"




}




]




}










Get latest system events 

Get a list of the latest system events


MQTT: Get new system events from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/system/events/new.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/system/events
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/events




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"events": [		{		"id": 5120,


		"state": "On",


		"severity": "Warning",


		"text": "Satellite signal lost",


		"extra_info": "",


		"time": "2022-06-16T11:06:06Z"




},


		{		"id": 32884,


		"state": "None",


		"severity": "Info",


		"text": "3D GNSS fix",


		"extra_info": "",


		"time": "2022-06-16T11:04:01Z"




}




]




}










Get diagnostics reports 

Get diagnostics report generation status and a list with names of existing diagnostics reports.


MQTT: Get Diagnostics reports changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/diagnostics/report.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/system/diagnostics/report
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/diagnostics/report




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"state": "Ready",


		"result": "None",


		"reports": [		{		"diag_name": "diag-tt8022A-23121232-2020-07-02_12_16_46.tar.gz"




}




]




}










Initiate diagnostics report generation 

Initiate a diagnostics report generation for the terminal. Be aware that diagnostics report generation
takes time. Diagnostics report generation can only be initiated when the state is "Ready".




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

204 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



409 Conflict





post/system/diagnostics/report
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/diagnostics/report




 Response samples 

		409



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Generation is already ongoing",


		"properties": [ ]




}










Get specific diagnostics report 

Get diagnostics report identified by the diag_name parameter. Be aware that returned file has a considerable size.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

path Parameters

		diag_namerequired
		string (DiagReportName) /^diag-(tt\w+)-(\d+)-(\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2}_\d{2}...Show pattern
  Example:  diag-tt8022A-23121232-2020-07-02_12_16_46.tar.gz
Unique string identifying the particular diagnostics report.










Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



404 Not Found





get/system/diagnostics/report/{diag_name}
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/diagnostics/report/{diag_name}







Delete specific diagnostics report 

Delete diagnostics report identified by the diag_name parameter.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

path Parameters

		diag_namerequired
		string (DiagReportName) /^diag-(tt\w+)-(\d+)-(\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2}_\d{2}...Show pattern
  Example:  diag-tt8022A-23121232-2020-07-02_12_16_46.tar.gz
Unique string identifying the particular diagnostics report.










Responses

204 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



404 Not Found





delete/system/diagnostics/report/{diag_name}
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/diagnostics/report/{diag_name}







Change security configuration 

Change security configuration.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Request Body schema: application/json


		http_access_enabled		boolean
 Enable/disable local unencrypted access through HTTP.
HTTP traffic will be redirected to HTTPS when http_access_enabled = false.







		use_uploaded_certificate		boolean
 Enable/disable the use of uploaded TLS/SSL certificate.
When disabled, the system uses an automatically generated self-signed certificate.
Changing this parameter will automatically restart the terminal web server.









Responses

204 OK



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



409 Conflict





put/system/security/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/security/config




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"http_access_enabled": true,


		"use_uploaded_certificate": true




}







 Response samples 

		400

		409



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Missing content",


		"properties": [ ]




}











Get security configuration 

Get security configuration.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/system/security/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/security/config




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"http_access_enabled": true,


		"use_uploaded_certificate": true




}










Change TLS/SSL certificate used for HTTPS access 

Change the TLS/SSL certificate used for HTTPS access. By default, the system
uses a self-signed certificate, but it also allows to upload externally generated
certificate signed by a trusted Certificate Authority. The uploaded certificate
(.pem file format) must include the RSA private key used to generate the certificate.
If use of the uploaded certificate is enabled, a successful update will automatically
restart the terminal web server.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Request Body schema: text/plain


string (TlsSslCertificate) 
 Text containing TLS/SSL certificate.






Responses

204 OK



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



409 Conflict





put/system/security/config/certificate
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/security/config/certificate




 Response samples 

		400

		409



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Certificate does not contain RSA Private Key",


		"properties": [ ]




}











Get terminal time 

Get the time from the terminal.


MQTT: Get terminal time changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/system/time.

Note notifications are only published when the terminal time is updated.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



404 Not Found





get/system/time
http://192.168.0.1/api/system/time




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"time": "2022-06-16T11:06:06Z"




}










User




Request user login 

Request user login using basic authentication. The user provides username
and password.




Authorizations:


BasicAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid login credentials



409 Conflict





put/user/login
http://192.168.0.1/api/user/login




 Response samples 

		200

		409



Content typeapplication/json

ExampleAuthToken
NewPasswordToken

AuthToken

Copy

{		"access_token": "eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiJ9.eyJleHAiOjE2NjY3NzM2MjQsImlhdCI6MTY2Njc3MjcyNCwic3ViIjoidXNlciIsInRva2VuX3R5cGUiOiJhY2Nlc3NfdG9rZW4ifQ.wWiJYzfnUGvnYHnKzCRXU5OPI3x_KIfzbwMDoddh6tCM7RCfESqkjNre47u2R2aAtyeFT6uiRzOsEhh4T0SFI1MuiG1DhU1NrwLbFl_8nIYVrxbNJqaMpbA4PWNrgnpBigjJ22JPdqF40Lq_O04x4VcT5jxPP6MA5u8elikFyubD5tiwxkY5Sf0VDdedfFrftelq6iEfMuKalr1vHogsENBHMiXID0U3zjRdMI8fzxTNe2QrtgQtsEpdjBLIJXAvyF9Kzv3YeMgjLUTXxd3BpouMCEf-vb07DHGL7kglXtbEX78kB7Uu0FCHXMLGrZq2BohJ0w1xfI1gw89sD-hrYA",


		"refresh_token": "eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiJ9.eyJleHAiOjE2NjY4MTU5MjQsImlhdCI6MTY2Njc3MjcyNCwic3ViIjoidXNlciIsInRva2VuX3R5cGUiOiJyZWZyZXNoX3Rva2VuIn0.qEPIgRP0QsIfKDWEzkfZjVBdK4E3LV3oNj16U0IDS_-zOMaHo0wJ-tXIBO6etAVCcprkwxsT7iCplzB_b2G1lBxpASIqx7Q2C_c3HTvLgQG3yblzntjq0kG_XUV1rdn2n0drq0xUqA31V-iUT57yxQYmap48r7ep-Ync3xPUiauvd-cBbHWJB89TfLKRyhv73NYrDkK0CQS3NuN0d_eqqxAn4UztWnJRP9APaTIkj7U6WzzXQcBpaYKMhTmTPN25tkUk9HgGCe1gmVcZj35HSXJTw1wzYxSVHS96E2ogIUurkaAkFMFqHRUo8vRYGXJOb4jDgcVq-ewMwlhyd8tsgA"




}












Refresh current user access 

Refresh the access-token authorized by the refresh-token.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid refresh token





put/user/refresh
http://192.168.0.1/api/user/refresh




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"access_token": "eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiJ9.eyJleHAiOjE2NjY3NzM2MjQsImlhdCI6MTY2Njc3MjcyNCwic3ViIjoidXNlciIsInRva2VuX3R5cGUiOiJhY2Nlc3NfdG9rZW4ifQ.wWiJYzfnUGvnYHnKzCRXU5OPI3x_KIfzbwMDoddh6tCM7RCfESqkjNre47u2R2aAtyeFT6uiRzOsEhh4T0SFI1MuiG1DhU1NrwLbFl_8nIYVrxbNJqaMpbA4PWNrgnpBigjJ22JPdqF40Lq_O04x4VcT5jxPP6MA5u8elikFyubD5tiwxkY5Sf0VDdedfFrftelq6iEfMuKalr1vHogsENBHMiXID0U3zjRdMI8fzxTNe2QrtgQtsEpdjBLIJXAvyF9Kzv3YeMgjLUTXxd3BpouMCEf-vb07DHGL7kglXtbEX78kB7Uu0FCHXMLGrZq2BohJ0w1xfI1gw89sD-hrYA",


		"refresh_token": "eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiJ9.eyJleHAiOjE2NjY4MTU5MjQsImlhdCI6MTY2Njc3MjcyNCwic3ViIjoidXNlciIsInRva2VuX3R5cGUiOiJyZWZyZXNoX3Rva2VuIn0.qEPIgRP0QsIfKDWEzkfZjVBdK4E3LV3oNj16U0IDS_-zOMaHo0wJ-tXIBO6etAVCcprkwxsT7iCplzB_b2G1lBxpASIqx7Q2C_c3HTvLgQG3yblzntjq0kG_XUV1rdn2n0drq0xUqA31V-iUT57yxQYmap48r7ep-Ync3xPUiauvd-cBbHWJB89TfLKRyhv73NYrDkK0CQS3NuN0d_eqqxAn4UztWnJRP9APaTIkj7U6WzzXQcBpaYKMhTmTPN25tkUk9HgGCe1gmVcZj35HSXJTw1wzYxSVHS96E2ogIUurkaAkFMFqHRUo8vRYGXJOb4jDgcVq-ewMwlhyd8tsgA"




}










Change the user password 

Change user's password.
Only a user with permission can update the password.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

path Parameters

		usernamerequired
		string
 







Request Body schema: application/json


		password		string <password>   <= 50 characters 
 Password for standard user has no minimum length, for others minimum length is 4.









Responses

204 OK



400 Bad Request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



404 Not found, unknown user





put/user/password/{username}
http://192.168.0.1/api/user/password/{username}




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"password": "some secret"




}







 Response samples 

		400



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Invalid property",


		"properties": [		"password"




]




}










WAN




Get Thuraya 1st generation user data connection status 

Get user data connection status for Thuraya 1st generation.


MQTT: Get Thuraya 1st generation user data connection status changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic api/wan/user/conn/g1/current.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/wan/user/conn/g1/current
http://192.168.0.1/api/wan/user/conn/g1/current




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"bearer_id": 3,


		"state": "Up",


		"cause_code": 5




}










Change Thuraya 1st generation user data connection 

Request user data connection activation or deactivation for
Thuraya 1st generation. Activation is only possible when the
user data connection state is 'Down'.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Request Body schema: application/json


		action		string
 Enum: "Activate" "Deactivate" 
 The requested action:


		'Activate'     - Activate user data connection

		'Deactivate'   - Deactivate user data connection and clear cause code with bearer ID









		bearer_id		integer
 Id number of a Thuraya 1st generation bearer to be activated.
Only used for an activate request.









Responses

204 OK



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



409 Conflict





put/wan/user/conn/g1/current
http://192.168.0.1/api/wan/user/conn/g1/current




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"action": "Activate",


		"bearer_id": 3




}







 Response samples 

		400

		409



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Invalid property",


		"properties": [		"bearer_id"




]




}











Get all Thuraya 1st generation bearer definitions 

Get all bearer definitions for Thuraya 1st generation satellite system.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/wan/user/conn/config/g1/bearers
http://192.168.0.1/api/wan/user/conn/config/g1/bearers




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"bearers": [		{		"bearer_id": 7,


		"name": "My bearer",


		"apn": {		"type": "User defined",


		"name": "thuraya.g1.internet"




},


		"qos": {		"traffic_class": "Streaming",


		"stream_rates": [		32,


		128,


		32,


		64




]




},


		"auto_activate_enabled": false,


		"protected": false




}




]




}










Create a Thuraya 1st generation bearer definition 

Create a new bearer definition for Thuraya 1st generation satellite system.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Request Body schema: application/json


		name		string  <= 100 characters 
 Name of bearer.







		apn		object (ApnConfig) 
 




		qos		object (G1QosCfg) 
 




		auto_activate_enabled		boolean
 Enable/disable automatic activation of the defined bearer.
This can only be enabled for one bearer definition.









Responses

200 OK



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



409 Conflict





post/wan/user/conn/config/g1/bearers
http://192.168.0.1/api/wan/user/conn/config/g1/bearers




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"name": "My bearer",


		"apn": {		"type": "User defined",


		"name": "thuraya.g1.internet"




},


		"qos": {		"traffic_class": "Streaming",


		"stream_rates": [		32,


		128,


		32,


		64




]




},


		"auto_activate_enabled": false




}







 Response samples 

		200

		400

		409



Content typeapplication/json

Copy

{		"bearer_id": 7




}












Get a Thuraya 1st generation bearer definition 

Get a specific bearer definition for Thuraya 1st generation satellite system.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

path Parameters

		bearer_idrequired
		integer
 







Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



404 Not found





get/wan/user/conn/config/g1/bearers/{bearer_id}
http://192.168.0.1/api/wan/user/conn/config/g1/bearers/{bearer_id}




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"bearer_id": 7,


		"name": "My bearer",


		"apn": {		"type": "User defined",


		"name": "thuraya.g1.internet"




},


		"qos": {		"traffic_class": "Streaming",


		"stream_rates": [		32,


		128,


		32,


		64




]




},


		"auto_activate_enabled": false,


		"protected": false




}










Change a Thuraya 1st generation bearer definition 

Change a specific bearer definition for Thuraya 1st generation satellite system.
APN and QoS settings cannot be changed for an active bearer.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

path Parameters

		bearer_idrequired
		integer
 







Request Body schema: application/json


		name		string  <= 100 characters 
 Name of bearer.







		apn		object (ApnConfig) 
 




		qos		object (G1QosCfg) 
 




		auto_activate_enabled		boolean
 Enable/disable automatic activation of the defined bearer.
This can only be enabled for one bearer definition.









Responses

204 Ok



400 Bad request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



404 Not found



409 Conflict





put/wan/user/conn/config/g1/bearers/{bearer_id}
http://192.168.0.1/api/wan/user/conn/config/g1/bearers/{bearer_id}




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"name": "My bearer",


		"apn": {		"type": "User defined",


		"name": "thuraya.g1.internet"




},


		"qos": {		"traffic_class": "Streaming",


		"stream_rates": [		32,


		128,


		32,


		64




]




},


		"auto_activate_enabled": false




}







 Response samples 

		400

		409



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Invalid property",


		"properties": [		"apn.name",


		"qos.stream_rates[2]"




]




}











Delete a Thuraya 1st generation bearer definition 

Delete a specific bearer definition for Thuraya 1st generation satellite system.
The bearer definition for an active bearer cannot be deleted.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

path Parameters

		bearer_idrequired
		integer
 







Responses

204 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



404 Not found



409 Conflict





delete/wan/user/conn/config/g1/bearers/{bearer_id}
http://192.168.0.1/api/wan/user/conn/config/g1/bearers/{bearer_id}




 Response samples 

		409



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "The bearer is active",


		"properties": [ ]




}










Get ongoing data sessions 

Get the collection of ongoing data sessions.


MQTT: Get ongoing data sessions changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/wan/sessions/ongoing.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/wan/sessions/ongoing
http://192.168.0.1/api/wan/sessions/ongoing




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"ongoing_sessions": [		{		"tag": "User",


		"apn_name": "thuraya.apn",


		"system": "Thuraya G2",


		"ipv4": "10.186.5.51",


		"ipv6": "fe83::6382:d6:6a53:5605/112",


		"default_bearer": {		"start_time": "2022-10-11T08:32:56Z",


		"duration": 4171,


		"in": 470,


		"out": 12,


		"qos": {		"qci": 9,


		"gbr_rates": null




}




},


		"dedicated_bearers": [ ]




}




]




}










Get data session bearer log 

Get the data session bearer log. The order of data session bearer log entries is descending from newest to oldest.


MQTT: Get new logged data session bearers from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/wan/sessions/bearer/log/new.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/wan/sessions/bearer/log
http://192.168.0.1/api/wan/sessions/bearer/log




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"bearers_log": [		{		"tag": "User",


		"apn_name": "thuraya.apn",


		"system": "Thuraya G2",


		"start_time": "2022-10-11T08:32:56Z",


		"duration": 320,


		"in": 123,


		"out": 9,


		"qos": {		"qci": 5,


		"gbr_rates": [		64,


		256




]




},


		"cause_code": 0




}




]




}










Delete data sessions log 

Delete the data sessions log.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

204 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





delete/wan/sessions/bearer/log
http://192.168.0.1/api/wan/sessions/bearer/log







Get data session statistics 

Get data session statistics.


MQTT: Get data session statistics changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/wan/sessions/statistics.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/wan/sessions/statistics
http://192.168.0.1/api/wan/sessions/statistics




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"thuraya_g2": {		"none_gbr_in": 0,


		"none_gbr_out": 0,


		"8_gbr_time": 0,


		"16_gbr_time": 0,


		"32_gbr_time": 0,


		"64_gbr_time": 0,


		"128_gbr_time": 0,


		"256_gbr_time": 0,


		"384_gbr_time": 0,


		"512_gbr_time": 0,


		"768_gbr_time": 0,


		"1024_gbr_time": 0




},


		"thuraya_g1": {		"standard_in": 0,


		"standard_out": 0,


		"16_stream_time": 0,


		"32_stream_time": 0,


		"64_stream_time": 0,


		"128_stream_time": 0,


		"256_stream_time": 0,


		"384_stream_time": 0




}




}










Reset data session statistics 

Reset the data session statistics.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

204 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





delete/wan/sessions/statistics
http://192.168.0.1/api/wan/sessions/statistics







Wi-Fi




Get the Wi-Fi status. 

Get the Wi-Fi status.


MQTT: Get Wi-Fi status changes from the MQTT broker, subscribe to the topic /api/wifi/status.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/wifi/status
http://192.168.0.1/api/wifi/status




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"2_4GHz": {		"enabled": true,


		"number_of_connected_clients": 7




},


		"5GHz": {		"enabled": false,


		"number_of_connected_clients": 0




}




}










Change the Wi-Fi configuration. 

Change the Wi-Fi configuration.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Request Body schema: application/json


		2_4GHz		object (WiFiConfig24ghz) 
 




		5GHz		object (WiFiConfig5ghz) 
 






Responses

204 OK



400 Bad Request



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission



409 Conflict





put/wifi/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/wifi/config




 Request samples 

		Payload



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"2_4GHz": {		"enabled": true,


		"option_802_11n": false,


		"ssid": "wi_fi_network_2_4GHz",


		"ssid_broadcast_enabled": true,


		"security_standard": "WPA2-AES",


		"key_type": "Text",


		"encryption_key": "my_secret_password",


		"country_codes": "AE",


		"channel": 11




},


		"5GHz": {		"enabled": false,


		"option_802_11n": true,


		"option_802_11ac": true,


		"ssid": "wi_fi_network_5GHz",


		"ssid_broadcast_enabled": true,


		"security_standard": "WEP 104/128",


		"key_type": "Hex",


		"encryption_key": "99ED4BDD0B32aCB0Afda2cdd9d",


		"country_codes": "US",


		"channel": 153




}




}







 Response samples 

		400

		409



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"reason": "Invalid property",


		"properties": [		"2_4GHz.ssid",


		"2_4GHz.channel",


		"5GHz.key_type",


		"5GHz.encryption_key"




]




}











Get the Wi-Fi configuration. 

Get the Wi-Fi configuration.




Authorizations:


BearerAuth

Responses

200 OK



401 Unauthorized, invalid access token



403 Forbidden, inadequate permission





get/wifi/config
http://192.168.0.1/api/wifi/config




 Response samples 

		200



Content typeapplication/json

Copy
 Expand all  Collapse all 
{		"2_4GHz": {		"enabled": true,


		"option_802_11n": false,


		"ssid": "wi_fi_network_2_4GHz",


		"ssid_broadcast_enabled": true,


		"security_standard": "WPA2-AES",


		"key_type": "Text",


		"encryption_key": "my_secret_password",


		"country_codes": "AE",


		"channel": 11




},


		"5GHz": {		"enabled": false,


		"option_802_11n": true,


		"option_802_11ac": true,


		"ssid": "wi_fi_network_5GHz",


		"ssid_broadcast_enabled": true,


		"security_standard": "WEP 104/128",


		"key_type": "Hex",


		"encryption_key": "99ED4BDD0B32aCB0Afda2cdd9d",


		"country_codes": "US",


		"channel": 153




}




}















    